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Introduction: Gogol’s Conception of Evil as Poshlost’ 
 
 That there is a connection between Nikolai Gogol’s aesthetic representations of absence 
and his conceptualization of metaphysical evil has been well established within the scholarly 
literature. In the Gogolian universe, figures and objects that are literally or metaphorically 
“empty” in some way—particularly those that give a false impression of plenitude or 
significance—are to be regarded with suspicion, as beings that are potentially linked with 
demonic forces. Dmitry Merezhkovsky was one of the first to comment on the relationship 
between evil and absence in Gogol, observing in “Gogol and the Devil” (“Гоголь и черт,” 1906) 
that “The Devil is the noumenal median of being, the denial of all heights and depths—eternal 
planarity, eternal banality. The sole subject of Gogol’s art is the Devil in just this sense” (57). 
Dmitry Chizhevsky, in his 1938 essay “About Gogol’s ‘Overcoat’” (“О 'Шинели' Гоголя”), 
notes that Gogol’s stories depict a cosmos in which “insignificance, emptiness, ‘nothingness’ are 
represented as being significant and essential” (306), and that this cosmic condition is indicative 
of the Devil’s influence. More recently, Christopher Putney has located Gogol’s conception of 
evil as absence within the larger Orthodox theological tradition. Putney notes that, “In both the 
Western and Eastern Christian traditions, evil is consistently explained in terms of privation—
that is, nothing in itself” (75). In accordance with this belief, Gogol’s post-Dikanka fiction (as 
well as one of the stories in the Dikanka cycle itself, “Ivan Fyodorovich Shponka and His 
Auntie” (“Иван Федорович Шпонька и его тетушка,” 1832), as Putney contends) portrays evil 
as “the triumph of the material, of poshlost’, and, ultimately, nothingness” (84).  
 As Chizhevsky notes when he remarks that, in Gogol’s fiction, “insignificance, 
emptiness, ‘nothingness’ are represented as being significant and essential,” nothingness—that 
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is, the Devil—triumphs in Gogol’s stories by masquerading as substance. Merezhkovsky tells us, 
“The greatest power the Devil possesses is his capacity to look like something he is not” (59). 
Vladimir Nabokov writes about the prevalence of poshlost’ (пошлость, or poshlust, according 
to Nabokov’s own expressive formulation)—that is, “the falsely important, the falsely beautiful, 
the falsely clever, the falsely attractive” (70)—in Gogol’s works.1 In the Gogolian universe 
trivial objects are often endowed with cosmic significance, so that characters devote all of their 
spiritual resources to the pursuit of these minutiae. Chizhevsky writes, “If a man becomes 
entangled in such trivia with all his soul, there is no salvation for him” (319). These trivia 
distract men from discovering the path to spiritual redemption, which, according to the Eastern 
Orthodox tradition, can only be found in God, “the ‘centrum securitatis’ of Christian mysticism” 
(Chizhevsky 318). The Devil aspires to lead men astray from their pursuit of divine salvation by 
tempting them into the worship of false idols, objects whose external attractiveness conceals an 
inner vacuity.  
The idea that mankind is often unable to distinguish that which is truly good from that 
which is false and spiritually impoverished is a theme that is developed in nearly all of Gogol’s 
works, beginning with Evenings on a Farm Near Dikanka (Вечера на хуторе близ Диканьки, 
1831-1832) and culminating in volume one of Dead Souls (Мёртвые души, 1842). Many of 
these texts feature a figure or object that serves as the tale's “poshlost’-vehicle,” that is, as the 
primary material object to which the hero attributes a false significance and is thereby led astray. 
Often the hero first comes into contact with the poshlost’-vehicle via the intervention of the 
Devil himself, explicitly identified as a character in the story, or else of some other character 
who is closely associated with demonic forces. Demons only appear as literal supernatural beings 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	  Nabokov was far from the first to use the word poshlost’ in reference to Gogol; indeed, Gogol himself 
used the term to describe his characters (see, for instance, the third letter apropos Dead Souls in Selected 
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in Gogol’s early works—the Dikanka tales and “Viy” (“Вий”, 1835), for example—but the 
Devil is discernible as a metaphysical presence (manifested in spiritual privation and poshlost’) 
even in Gogol’s more mature fiction: “The main hero of nearly all Gogol’s works, the hero 
whose name we encounter in nearly every work, is the Devil” (Chizhevsky 319). Thus in “A 
Bewitched Place” (“Заколдованное место,” 1832), one of the tales from the Dikanka collection, 
the Devil, manifested as an actual supernatural presence, tricks the narrator’s grandfather into 
digging up what he believes to be a barrel full of treasure, but which ultimately turns out to 
contain nothing but trash («сор, дрязг [...] стыдно сказать, что такое.»). In “The Overcoat” 
(“Шинель,” 1842), the idea that the Devil deceives men into endowing worthless objects with 
significance takes on a metaphysical dimension. Aided by the demonic tailor Petrovich (whose 
demonism is never explicitly stated, only hinted at; see Chizhevsky), the шинель makes its way 
into the life of Akaky Akakievich, a material possession that is empty of any spiritual qualities 
but which Akaky comes to see as the emblem of a new and higher existence. Arguably, the loss 
of the coat leads to Akaky’s death from despair. Thus even in those of Gogol’s texts that seem to 
lack supernatural beings, the Devil is present, existing as an invisible force that uses beguiling 
fantasies and objects—that is, vehicles for poshlost’—to tempt men away from the straight path 
laid out by divine grace.  
In Dead Souls, as in Gogol’s earlier works, the characters are deeply invested in trivial 
pursuits and material objects: Chichikov, for instance, adores his French soaps, and Manilov’s 
sole pastime consists in maneuvering piles of tobacco ash into neat rows. However, in this thesis 
I will argue that Dead Souls is one of two of Gogol’s texts—the other, I think, is The Inspector 
General (Ревизор, 1836)—in which the primary poshlost’-vehicle is verbal language. 
Specifically, it is the phrase мёртвые души that enters the town of N— and entangles all of the 
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town’s citizens in a web of confusion and uncertainty—a web that can be seen as allegorizing the 
condition of mankind when, thanks to the machinations of the Devil, men have lost sight of the 
path to salvation.  
Christian theology has long associated deceptive speech with deviltry and identified 
language as one of the Devil’s most potent means of leading men astray. In John 8:44 it is 
written of Satan, “When he lies, he speaks with his native tongue, for he is a liar and the father of 
lies.”2 Merezhkovsky offers the following quotation from one of Gogol’s private letters, written 
in 1849, as proof that Gogol was aware of the theological association between the Devil and 
false speech:  
I am fully convinced that it is the Devil and not man who weaves the web of 
gossip. From carelessness and often from stupidity someone will blurt out a 
meaningless word, a word he might not even have intended to say […] This word 
starts making the rounds: apropos of it someone else idly lets some other word 
drop; and little by little a tale weaves itself, without anyone’s being aware of it. 
It’s senseless to try to find its real author, because you can’t find him…Don’t 
accuse anyone…Remember that everything in the world is deception, everything 
appears to us to be something other than it really is. (qtd. in Merezhkovsky 61)  
According to Merezhkovsky this passage “reveal[s] the design of The Inspector General in 
full—not only the obvious one […] but also the mystical one” (61). Khlestakov descends upon 
the town and (at first quite by accident) uses his linguistic excesses to deceive the townspeople 
into believing that he is the long-awaited Inspector General. In Merezhkovsky’s formulation, this 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2	  All biblical passages are quoted from the New International Version. 
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plot is representative of the way in which the Devil achieves his infernal purposes on earth by 
means of deceptive language.  
 I believe that the above quotation also divulges the basic design of Dead Souls, in which 
the words мёртвые души “make the rounds” of the town of N—, spawning a series of 
increasingly outlandish interpretations and confusing the characters in a way that can be seen as 
emblematic of mankind’s frequent susceptibility to false speech and, subsequently, to the 
influence of demonic forces. The decision to show verbal language as a potential tool of the 
Devil is a telling choice for a writer, whose own craft consists in shaping new realities out of 
words. The purpose of this thesis will be to examine Gogol’s mature philosophy of language as it 
is suggested by Dead Souls, taking into consideration both the novel’s thematics and its narrative 
technique. I contend that Gogol uses the plot of the novel to model the way in which words are 
capable of acting as conduits for poshlost’, and that, furthermore, certain aspects of the novel’s 
narrative structure are motivated by and reflective of Gogol’s awareness that, as an author, he is 
implicated in his novel’s condemnation of verbal language as a potential instrument of the Devil.  
 The first chapter of this thesis will be devoted to an analysis of the verbal interactions of 
the characters of Dead Souls, which I believe are intended to illustrate the demonic potentialities 
that Gogol sees as inherent in nearly all speech acts. In my analysis I will use concepts from 
Saussurean structural linguistics to explain what it is in the nature of words that allows them to 
serve as vessels for poshlost’. Building upon the concept of linguistic relativity—the idea that 
different languages perceive and articulate the world in different ways—I will show that Gogol 
sees the assimilation of West European verbal forms into the linguistic culture of 19th-century 
Russia as being largely responsible for the impoverishment of the Russian language—an 
impoverishment that is directly linked to the Russian people’s susceptibility to false speech. 
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 In chapter two I will consider the implications that the belief in the potentially dangerous 
quality of verbal language may have held for Gogol as a writer. I will attempt to locate Gogol’s 
fears regarding the ethical implications of his fiction within the larger tradition of the self-
censuring Christian author, paying particular attention to the language theories of Saint 
Augustine and Dante Alighieri. Finally, I will attempt to demonstrate that the tension between 
Gogol’s love for the creative impulse and his anxiety over the moral status of his fiction is 
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Chapter One: The Representation of Language in the Verbal Interactions of the 
Characters of Dead Souls 
 
In the tenth chapter of Dead Souls, while the officials are arguing over Chichikov’s 
identity and the meaning of the eponymous phrase, the voice of the narrator emerges suddenly to 
proclaim: 
Какие искривленные, глухие, узкие, непроходимые, заносящие далеко в 
сторону дороги избирало человечество, стремясь достигнуть вечной истины, 
тогда как перед ним весь был открыт прямой путь, подобный пути, 
ведущему к великолепной храмине, назначенной царю в чертоги. Всех 
других путей шире и роскошнее он, озаренный солнцем и освещенный всю 
ночь огнями; но мимо его, в глухой темноте, текли люди. И сколько раз, уже 
наведенные нисходившим с небес смыслом, они и тут умели отшатнуться и 
сбиться в сторону, умели среди бела дня попасть вновь в непроходимые 
захолустья, умели напустить вновь слепой туман друг другу в очи и, влачась 
вслед за болотными огнями, умели таки добраться до пропасти, чтобы 
потом с ужасом спросить друг друга: «Где выход, где дорога?» (284)   
This digression hints at one of the chief concerns of Dead Souls: to depict men’s frequent 
inability to differentiate truth from verbally constructed deceptions. “Это невозможно, чтобы 
чиновники так могли сами напугать себя, создать такой вздор, так отдалиться от истины, 
когда даже ребёнку видно, в чем дело!” (284), the narrator says, bemoaning the fact that the 
officials have managed to see every possible meaning in the words “dead souls” except for the 
one meaning that is true: that Chichikov is a swindler, and that the phrase “dead souls” is nothing 
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more than a verbally delineated absence. Gogol’s use of the word истина in the above passage, 
rather than the more prosaic правда, implies that the “truth” to which he is referring is divine or 
“revealed” Truth; this word choice suggests that it is not inappropriate to attribute an allegorical 
significance to this passage. I believe that the haze of confusion that has descended upon the 
townspeople in chapter ten can be interpreted as Gogol’s representation of the state that men find 
themselves in when they have lost sight of the прямой путь, the path to salvation within the 
Christian tradition. In this case, it is verbal language—specifically, the phrase мертвые души—
that has led the officials into a state of confusion: thus the plot of Dead Souls, on an allegorical 
level, seems to demonstrate the potential for language to lead men astray from the path to divine 
grace.    
My purpose in this first chapter of my thesis will be to illustrate the way in which verbal 
language, particularly the phrase мёртвые души, is the primary conduit for poshlost’ within the 
narrative of Dead Souls. I hope thereby to show that the novel’s plot promotes a philosophy of 
language in which words, due to their supreme interpretability, are seen as potentially demonic, 
and in which all parties in a given linguistic transaction are thus perceived as having a moral 
responsibility to reduce the potential for misinterpretation. Finally, I will demonstrate how Gogol 
uses the verbal interactions of his characters to suggest that the influence of West European 
linguistic elements on the Russian tongue has widened the gap between external reality and the 
structure of the Russian language, thereby reducing the Russian people’s ability to accurately 
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Words as Vehicles for Poshlost’ 
I will begin by trying to determine exactly what it is in the nature of verbal language that 
enables it to act as a Gogolian poshlost’-vehicle. A physical container, such as the cauldron in “A 
Bewitched Place,” may be literally empty (or filled with trash) despite a person’s belief that it is 
full of treasure; likewise, a material object like an overcoat can be wrongfully invested with 
spiritual qualities that it does not possess. But what of the spoken or the written word? If we 
consider verbal language from the viewpoint of structural linguistics—a viewpoint that I think 
has much in common with Gogol’s own mature philosophy of language, despite the fact that 
Gogol died 64 years before the publication of Ferdinand de Saussure’s Course in General 
Linguistics (Cours de linguistique générale),3 the accepted starting point of structuralist theory—
then it quickly becomes apparent that words are, in fact, ideal vehicles for poshlost’. Verbal 
language is uniquely well suited to engendering evil in the Gogolian sense because—thanks to 
the arbitrary nature of the verbal sign—language is singularly capable of granting a palpable 
presence to absence and of thereby constructing a false, but potentially beguiling, reality.   
Saussurean structural linguistics identifies the instability of the verbal sign as the basis 
for the idea that language shapes reality. The sign—that is, “the union of a form which signifies, 
which Saussure calls the significant or signifier, and an idea signified, the signifié or signified” 
(Culler 19)—is unstable because the relationship between the signifier and the signified is 
necessarily arbitrary. Saussure writes, “language is a convention, and the nature of the sign that 
is agreed upon does not matter” (62). That the word “bird” references a winged creature that 
makes its nest in trees is not inevitable; birds could just as well be called “trees,” and trees 
“birds,” so long as all speakers of English agreed that it should be so. A verbal signifier—a 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3	  Gogol died in 1852. The Cours was published in 1916.   
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spoken sound or a written symbol—only marks a concept or object, which is itself absent on the 
level of material perception (there is nothing in the sound of the spoken word or the appearance 
of the written one that indicates the nature or “essence” of the object to which it refers). 
Language is a closed system that does not appeal to a reality external to itself; the rules of this 
system are “self-regulating” and “self-sufficient” (Hawkes 17). For instance, adding an “s” to the 
end of the word “bird” indicates multiples birds—not because the addition of an “s” sound is 
somehow reflective of the real existence of a group of flying creatures, but because the English 
language, as a system, contains the rule that adding an “s” to the end of a singular noun 
transforms it into the plural.  
 The traditional understanding of verbal language prior to the 20th century saw language as 
a nomenclature, a “name-giving system” (Saussure 68). However, structural linguistics tells us 
that, rather than merely communicating the facts of some empirical reality, verbal language in 
fact shapes and creates (that is, structures) the reality that we perceive: “In the end, it constitutes 
its own reality” (Hawkes 26). This is because Saussurean signifieds, as well as signifiers, are 
arbitrary. In his discussion of Saussure’s semiotic theory, Jonathan Culler notes that the language 
of a given speech community shapes the way in which members of that community perceive and 
relate to the world. For instance, Culler says, there is no pre-existing property that is the color 
“blue”; English-speakers have created the concept of “blue” just as surely as we have created the 
sound that marks it—a fact which is evidenced by the way in which the English conception of 
“blue” encompasses two totally different colors in Russian (синий, or “dark blue,” and голубой, 
“light blue”). Or, to return to the previous example: the ability of a human being to clearly grasp 
and articulate the difference between a bird and, for instance, a bat, depends on his ability to call 
these two small winged creatures by different names. A speech community that didn’t assign 
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separate names to the various families of winged animals would be unable to fully formulate the 
difference between them. Thus “each language articulates or organizes the world differently” 
(Culler 21).  
The conventions that exist within a given speech community help to ensure that—at least 
within the bounds of that community—the receptor of a sign (the reader or hearer) will assign to 
it the meaning intended by the sign’s generator (the writer or speaker). Such conventions in 
effect shrink the gap between the average signifier and its signified, so that—ideally—there is 
little room for miscommunication. However, given the nature of verbal language, it is impossible 
to eliminate the potential for misinterpretation entirely, as Wolfgang Iser notes in The Act of 
Reading: A Theory of Aesthetic Response (1978): “As what is meant can never be totally 
translated into what is said, the utterance is bound to contain implications, which in turn 
necessitate interpretation” (59). Consider, for instance, the word миллионщик, which in chapter 
eight of Dead Souls is shown to imply different things to different people. For the ladies of N— 
the word evokes amorous possibilities, while for the men it triggers a feeling of respect and a 
desire to please the one to whom the appellation belongs. Both sexes understand “миллионщик” 
to indicate a very wealthy person—but it is each individual’s own schemata that determine what 
details his or her mind supplies in envisioning the rich man. Therefore, even relatively 
unambiguous words like “millionaire” can be seen as somewhat unstable—that is, as incapable 
of ever perfectly conveying the thought or impression of one individual to another via verbal 
exchange.  
Furthermore, even within a language with a high degree of one-to-one correspondence 
between words and their referents, the possibility exists for deliberate deception on the part of 
the sign’s generator. Such deception might take the form of lying, gossip or flattery. The 
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arbitrariness of the signifier/signified relationship allows the speaker to say essentially anything 
he wants; an object or situation need not exist in the external world for a person to claim that it 
does. Thus the similarity between verbal language and other Gogolian poshlost’-vehicles 
becomes clear: just as the cauldron in “A Bewitched Place” surrounds a physical absence in such 
a way as to conceal the fact of its emptiness, a verbal lie conceals a figurative absence (the 
absence of the thing or situation that is claimed to exist) in a way that is undetectable so long as 
the lie is believed.  
The type of speech act that lends itself best to the construction of false realities—that is, 
to representing absence in a tangible way—and the one that Gogol spends the most time 
exploring in Dead Souls is not, however, that of the lie per se. Rather, it is the verbal operation of 
using or combining words and phrases in such a way that there is no readily graspable signified 
to which they could possibly refer. The gap between the signifier and the signified in signs like 
“dead” and “souls,” when they are put together into such puzzling combinations as “dead souls,” 
is extremely wide. Convention does not give us a way of interpreting this phrase; such a locution 
does not possess a “secure gloss” (Shapiro 44), for it is constructed on an apparent contradiction: 
a soul is, by definition, immortal; therefore, it seems impossible to imagine a soul that has died. 
And yet, because the words “dead” and “souls” are merely signs—that is, spoken sounds or 
marks on a page—we are able to combine them in a syntactically logical way (a noun qualified 
by an adjective), despite the fact that the concept they signify is highly multivalent. Of course, 
the bureaucratic language of 19th-century Russia does provide the characters of Dead Souls with 
a convention for understanding the seemingly oxymoronic phrase: the term “мертвые души” 
refers to deceased serfs who are nevertheless listed among the living on official census reports. 
However, according to this conventional gloss, such souls cannot be bought. By trying to buy up 
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the landowners’ dead souls, Chichikov explodes the conventional definition of the phrase and 
leaves the characters without an assured way of interpreting it.  
Phrases such as “dead souls,” for which there is no “secure gloss,” are true absences 
enclosed within verbal bodies. It is virtually impossible—or at least supremely difficult—to 
ideate a “dead soul,” just as one cannot quite imagine what is meant by the phrase Иностранец 
Василий Федоров inscribed on the sign above the hat shop in N—. Words and phrases such as 
these are extremely common in Gogol. In his introduction to Gogol: Exploring Absence—
Negativity in 19th Century Russian Literature (1999), Sven Spieker writes that “Gogol’s texts 
verbally ‘flesh out’ absence” (4)—that is, they give palpable presence to absence by constructing 
(often elaborate) verbal bodies around voids, so that we are able to perceive the empty form of 
the void in the outline created by Gogol’s verbal language. In her essay “The Semantic 
Construction of the Void”—included in Exploring Absence—Renate Lachmann provides a 
useful metaphor for understanding the apparent paradox of what she calls the “negativity in 
positivity” that we encounter in Gogol’s works: “The cipher for this paradox of ‘negativity in 
positivity’ appears to be ‘zero’ (‘0’), a sign introduced to represent the absence of other signs. 
The zero sign [is] an iconographic hole surrounding an absence like a ring…” (18). In her essay 
Lachmann enumerates the various stylistic techniques Gogol uses to give body to absence in his 
works, referring to these techniques altogether as Gogol’s “poetics of negativity” (17). This 
poetics includes the creation and use of oxymoronic phrases like “dead souls,” as well as other 
instances of verbal play and linguistic nonsense.4  
A void that is embodied verbally is no longer truly a void: it is an empty space that gives 
the appearance of substance. Lachmann, in her discussion of zero as a cipher for the paradox of 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4	  Many other Gogol scholars have also analyzed the various components of Gogol’s nonsensical style (for 
instance, his love for speaking-names or his penchant for pleonasms). I will discuss these techniques more 
deeply in chapter two of this thesis. 
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“negativity in positivity” in Gogol’s works, notes that, “its double-edged semantics […] reverses 
this zero into a sign denoting not absence but, on the contrary, plenitude and creation” (18). 
Lachmann appeals to Budick and Iser as offering a concise explanation of this operation whereby 
“nothing,” once it has been manifested verbally, becomes “something”:  
Since in these operations negativity undoes itself whenever it aspires 
determinatively to recuperation, the operations themselves can never be equated 
with nothing, nothingness, or denial, or with the aims of avoidance or nullifying 
[…]. [E]ven when modes of negativity are made apparent, they cannot be equated 
with an absolute of negativity, but are rather always in the process of 
transformation. (qtd. in Lachmann 18) 
The zero sign comes to denote not absence, but the creation of a new reality which, while lacking 
any true substance, gives the appearance of being substantial. As a result, verbal language—
despite being intended for the purpose of communication—can easily lead to miscommunication. 
Misinterpretation by the receptor of a sign is more likely to occur when the “gap” between the 
signifier and the signified is particularly marked, as in the phrase “dead souls.” In order to better 
understand the way in which misinterpretation of verbal signs occurs, it will be helpful to 
consider Iser’s theory of reception aesthetics as outlined in The Act of Reading.  
 Iser contends that a literary work, as a finalized aesthetic object, is the product of the 
“formulated text” itself, combined with the “image” that is created by the reader as a result of the 
reader’s interpretation of that text: “The image provides the filling for what the textual pattern 
structures but leaves out” (9). In the same way we might talk about how the “reality” (itself a sort 
of aesthetic object) that is (mis)communicated by a given speech act is ultimately the product of 
the verbal sign—which, through the institution of speech conventions, provides a structure for 
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interpreting the speaker’s (or writer’s) meaning—combined with the sign’s reception (the 
meaning assigned to it) on the part of the listener or reader. Just as the natural “indeterminacies” 
in a literary work prevent the total synthesis of text and image, so too do the indeterminacies of 
verbal language in general prevent the total synthesis of signifier and signified. And, just as a 
reader “fills in” the structure provided by the textual pattern of the work, the receptor of a 
particularly ambiguous sign will “fill” that sign with meaning on the basis of his own internal 
schemata. Thus for the women of N—, who are romantically inclined (recall the detail of the 
knight (рыцарь) embroidered on the pillow of the дама приятная во всех отношениях (245)), 
the phrase мертвые души signifies Chichikov’s plan to run away with the governor’s daughter; 
while for the men, it is an allusion to a spate of recent murders.5  
 We are now able to understand why verbal language is capable of acting as a vehicle for 
poshlost’ within the Gogolian universe. Like any of the empty or trash-filled containers that 
permeate Gogol’s fiction, verbal signs—especially those whose signifier and signified are 
separated by a markedly wide gap—are also in a sense bodies enclosing absences. When the sign 
is communicated from generator to receptor, the receptor “fills in” the absence with his 
interpretation. In other words, he attaches a signified to the signifier that may not be the one 
intended by the sign’s generator. The likelihood of the misrepresentation of facts via verbal 
language is heightened by two possibilities: first, that the generator is deliberately manipulating 
his words so as to present a false reality (for instance, that he is lying, flattering, or telling a 
story); and secondly, the possibility that the signs being generated are particularly indeterminate 
in nature. We have thus established that the phrase “dead souls,” as a verbal sign that is 
conspicuously lacking a clear referent, is well suited to acting as a poshlost’-vehicle in the novel 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5	  See Putney, “Gogol’s Modeling of Reception Aesthetics in Dead Souls and The Inspector General: 
Affinities with E.T.A. Hoffmann and Wolfgang Iser.” 
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to which it gives its name. Now let us trace the journey of this phrase through the course of the 
novel’s plot to see whether “dead souls” does indeed have this function—and, if so, with whom 
the fault for its demonic operations lies.  
 
The Authority of the Name-Giver 
As I noted in the introduction to this thesis, Gogolian poshlost’-vehicles nearly always 
appear in the narrative with the help of some sort of infernal force or forces. Chichikov, as the 
character who gives the phrase “dead souls” power and significance by introducing it to the 
landowners and townspeople in its unconventional, unglossed form (that is, by exploding the 
typical, bureaucratic signification attached to the phrase in his attempts to purchase items that 
ought to be un-purchasable), seems to fit the role of demonic agent. However, an attempt to 
place Chichikov firmly within the same category as, for instance, the tailor Petrovich in “The 
Overcoat,” is problematized by the fact that Chichikov eventually loses control of his verbal 
creation and even falls victim to the suggestive phrase himself. We can divide the journey of the 
words мёртвые души, over the course of the novel, into two distinct sections: in the first 
section, during Chichikov’s visits to the various landowners, Chichikov has power over the 
phrase; in the second, which occurs within the town itself, the phrase has broken free of its agent 
Chichikov and has taken on a life of its own.  
In the first half of the novel, Chichikov comes across as devilish enough to fulfill the role 
of demonic creator in relation to the eponymous phrase. Referring back to the introduction, if we 
accept that evil in Gogol is manifested in emptiness and mediocrity disguised as substance and 
greatness (in a word, poshlost’), then Chichikov clearly has a place in Gogol’s demonology. As 
Merezhkovsky notes, Chichikov’s “essential nature […] is the eternal median, ‘neither this nor 
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that,’ utter banality” (76). Gogol establishes Chichikov as being fundamentally mediocre (and 
thus, in Gogol’s cosmology, spiritually and morally deficient) both in terms of his physical 
appearance and in terms of his pursuits and preoccupations in life.6 In his analysis of “Ivan 
Fyodorovich Shponka and His Auntie,” Christopher Putney notes that one of the ways in which 
Gogol characterizes Ivan Shponka’s demonic nature is by describing the character primarily 
through the use of negatives (77). In Dead Souls, Chichikov is depicted in the same way:  
...словом, все те, которых называют господами средней руки. В бричке 
сидел господин, не красавец, но и не дурной наружности, ни слишком толст, 
ни слишком тонок; нельзя сказать, чтоб стар, однако ж и не так, чтобы 
слишком молод. Въезд его не произвел в городе совершенно никакого шума 
и не был сопровожден ничем особенным... (31)  
Physically, Chichikov is “neither this nor that,” and his arrival in town causes no noise and is 
accompanied by nothing special. Morally, Chichikov is “an acquirer” (“‘It would be most 
accurate,’ Gogol observes, ‘to call Chichikov a proprietor, an acquirer’” (Merezhkovsky 77)); all 
of his mental resources are devoted to the problem of material acquisition. Thus, Merezhkovsky 
asserts, Chichikov embodies the positivistic, anti-Orthodox idea that “If man’s life lacks any 
definite meaning beyond this life itself, then man also lacks any definite goal on earth beyond 
winning a material victory in the material struggle for existence” (78). Furthermore, as one of 
Gogol’s “‘acquirer’ types” (a category to which Chizhevsky also assigns Akaky Akakievich), 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6	  Strictly speaking, this is only true at the beginning of the novel. In Exploring Gogol, Robert Maguire 
observes that, “By the end of chapter ten…Chichikov…is no longer the smooth, faceless character who 
has conned Manilov. Each encounter has compelled him to reveal more and more of himself. He betrays 
vulnerability to anger, frustration, and bewilderment, as well as to increasingly complex emotions such as 
love and compassion. He may even be a man of some substance, breeding, and intellect” (241). This point 
will be important in chapter two of this thesis, when I discuss Gogol’s overall artistic plan for Dead Souls.    
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Chichikov is emblematic of the desire to transgress one’s predestined station in life (Chizhevsky 
317)—a sure sign of being under the influence of a demonic power.  
In the service of this ideal of material acquisition Chichikov employs the weapon of 
verbal language, which he is a veritable artist at manipulating. Chichikov’s verbal tricks in 
chapter one are our first indicator that language can serve as a conduit for poshlost’. With the 
ultimate goal of buying up all the мёртвые души to which he can manage to acquire the deeds, 
Chichikov first establishes his position in the town as an honorable and trustworthy man—a 
position that he will need if he is to accomplish his goal without frightening off potential sellers 
with the mere mention of “dead souls.” The fact that Chichikov is highly skilled in the art of 
manipulating language so as to create the very verbal reality that will most flatter his interlocutor 
is stressed again and again: “В разговорах с сими властителями он очень искусно умел 
польстить каждому” (38); “Приезжий гость и тут не уронил себя: он сказал какой-то 
комплимент, весьма приличный” (40); “Приезжий наш гость также спорил, но как-то 
чрезвычайно искусно, так что все видели, что он спорил, а между тем приятно спорил” 
(43); “О чем бы разговор ни был, он всегда умел поддержать его [...] Но замечательно, что 
он всё это умел облекать какою-то степенностью, умел хорошо держать себя” (44-45). The 
consequence of all this perfectly calculated flattery is that the town officials and landowners—
even Sobakevich, who never thinks well of anyone—come to trust and admire Chichikov. 
Chichikov helps this process along by only ever talking about himself in the vaguest possible 
terms: “если же говорил [о себе], то какими-то общими местами, с заметною 
скромностью” (39). Returning to Iser’s theory of reception aesthetics, we understand that 
Chichikov thereby makes himself into a sort of particularly “indeterminate” text, with the 
expectation that, by providing his interlocutors with a “textual structure” made up of well-chosen 
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compliments and flatteries, he can bring them to “fill in the gaps” with their own schemata, so 
that Chichikov himself will become whatever it is that will most ingratiate him to his 
interlocutor.7  
At the close of chapter one, then, Chichikov is in a perfect position to set about acquiring 
his мёртвые души. The eponymous phrase makes its first appearance during Chichikov’s visit 
to Manilov’s estate in chapter two, and from here it begins its prodigious journey through the 
novel. We have established that Chichikov is—at least in the early chapters—diabolical enough 
to serve as the agent who enables the phrase “dead souls” to enter into the lives of the 
townspeople and create the haze of confusion that permeates N— by the start of chapter ten. Let 
us now consider his actual role in relation to the phrase’s progress over the course of the novel’s 
plot.   
In chapter two, Chichikov is the character who introduces the phrase in its unglossed, and 
therefore dangerous, form. Thus we might identify Chichikov as “the namer” of the multivalent 
crowd of signifieds that become attached to the phrase over the course of the novel. Or, to put it 
more precisely: Chichikov is the namer of the empty space—the absence embodied within the 
verbal construct “мёртвые души”—that the other characters fill in with all manner of 
interpretations. By the end of chapter ten, the signifier “dead souls” has come to apply to a long 
list of potential referents: for instance, “goods to be traded” (assigned by Korobochka); 
“something that has value for Chichikov, and which he is therefore willing to give me money 
for” (assigned by Sobakevich); “a distraction to draw attention away from a kidnapping” (the 
women of N—); and “an allusion to the mistakes I have made in fulfilling my official duties” 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
7	  See Putney, “Gogol’s Modeling of Reception Aesthetics in Dead Souls and The Inspector General: 
Affinities with E.T.A. Hoffmann and Wolfgang Iser.”  
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(the officials of N—), to list a few. Chichikov is the name-giver8 for all of these explanations, for 
each is a signified of the signifier “dead souls.”  
Traditionally, the position of name-giver is a privileged one. In The Search for the 
Perfect Language (1995), Umberto Eco tells us that the “motif […] of the nomothete, the name-
giver, the creator of language” is common to many religions and mythologies, including 
Christianity (8). The term “name-giver” is often used to refer to Adam, the namer of the animals 
in Genesis 2:19-20 and thus, presumably, the creator of the first language.9 Jacques Derrida sees 
this first act of name-giving as simultaneously an act of subjugation: “God still wanted to 
oversee, keep vigil, maintain his right of inspection over the names that were about to echo out 
and by means of which Ish, Ish all alone, Ish still without woman, was going to get the upper 
hand with respect to animals” (18, my emphasis). Men have dominion over animals by virtue of 
having named them (as well as having dominion over women, if we apply the same 
interpretation to Genesis 2:23: “The man said, ‘This is now bone of my bones and flesh of my 
flesh; she shall be called ‘woman’…”). To be given a name, according to Derrida, is to be forced 
into a passive role in relation to the name-giver. Within the Christian tradition, naming 
something gives the namer power over the thing named. Indeed, as Eco points out, “Creation 
itself arose through an act of speech; it is only by giving things their names that [God] created 
them and gave them an ontological status” (7). The reference is to Genesis 1:3: “And God said, 
‘Let there be light,’ and there was light…”. The spoken word creates a new reality and gives the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
8	  One is perhaps tempted to make the leap from identifying Chichikov as “name-giver” to calling him the 
“author” of the various interpretations that come to be attached to the phrase “dead souls.” I will explore 
the idea of Chichikov as author in section two.  
9	  Although Eco notes that the passage in question has been variously interpreted by different theologians 
and language philosophers: “The interpretation of this passage is an extremely delicate matter…Adam 
might have called the animals ‘by their own names’ in two senses. Either he gave them names that, by 
some extra-linguistic right, were already due to them, or he gave them those names we still use on the 
basis of a convention initiated by Adam” (8).  
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speaker control over that reality. We may thus see Chichikov, as the namer of the absence that is 
delineated by the phrase “dead souls,” as being simultaneously its creator—just as surely as 
Petrovich is the creator of Akaky Akakievich’s overcoat—and thus as possessing a certain 
degree of power over (and responsibility for) the new realities it gives birth to.   
Chapters two through six narrate Chichikov’s business dealings with the various 
landowners. In all but one of these conversations Chichikov determines (or at least significantly 
influences) the nature of the signified that each landowner attaches to the mysterious signifier 
“dead souls.” Sensitive as he is to the subtleties, nuances, and implications of verbal language 
(“Никогда не позволял он себе в речи неблагопристойного слова и оскорблялся всегда, 
если в словах других видел отсутствие должного уважения к чину или званию” (314)), 
Chichikov recognizes the disturbingly ambiguous quality of the phrase and the delicacy needed 
to wield it. With Manilov, Chichikov adjusts his entire manner of speech in order to use the sort 
of circumlocuitous phraseology that Manilov himself favors (for instance, Chichikov asks, “‘Как 
давно вы изволили подавать ревизскую сказку?’” (63, my emphasis)), and adopts an 
apologetic tone when he first introduces the troublesome phrase, as if out of consideration for 
Manilov’s refined verbal sensibilities (“Этот вопрос, казалось, затруднил гостя, в лице его 
показалось какое-то напряженное выражение, от которого он даже покраснел, напряжение 
что-то выразить, не совсем покорное словам” (64, my emphasis)). When he finally does 
utter the words мёртвые души, Chichikov buries them among so many other impressive-
sounding statements and pretty phrases (for instance, assertions that the transaction will benefit 
the fatherland, and the claim that “обязанность для меня дело священное, закон—я немею 
пред законом” (66)) that Manilov is able to overcome his hesitation. Manilov, guided by 
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Chichikov’s gentle assurances, ends by assuming that the deal “будет хорошо” (67) and happily 
hands over the deeds to Chichikov free of charge.  
With Korobochka, Chichikov assumes an air of familiarity and, somewhat unconsciously, 
manages to say (or rather imply) exactly the right thing—that he is a government contractor—for 
the old lady to agree to the proposed transaction. There is a brief but significant moment during 
Chichikov’s conversation with Korobochka when his attempts to sway her verbally are directly 
equated with “leading” her down a “path”: “Чичиков решился попробовать, нельзя ли её 
навести на путь какою-нибудь иною стороною” (88, my emphasis). One perhaps recalls the 
excerpt with which I began, wherein the narrator bemoans man’s inability to discover the 
прямой путь. The truth—the “прямой путь” —in this instance is that Chichikov has devised a 
scheme whereby appearing to own serfs on paper will be financially profitable, despite the fact 
that these serfs no longer exist in reality. Chichikov conceals this truth, instead convincing his 
interlocutors that he is in some way serving the fatherland (Manilov) or that he is a government 
contractor (Korobochka). Thus we see that Chichikov, as the originator of the confounding 
phrase, has an advantage over the landowners and is able to steer them away from the truth.  
This pattern repeats itself with Nozdryov, Sobakevich, and Plyushkin, with Chichikov 
each time adjusting the nature of his rhetoric so as to suit the differing natures of the individual 
landowners. Significantly, the only landowner with whom this method fails to work is Nozdryov. 
Chichikov fails to discover any way of tempting Nozdryov into assigning a suitable referent to 
the phrase “dead souls” (that is, one that will result in a business transaction), because 
Nozdryov’s nature is such that he does not conceive of words as having stable referents at all. 
Robert Maguire sees Nozdryov’s constant, fanciful renaming of the wines that he presents to his 
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in-law and Chichikov at dinner as evidence that, for Nozdryov, “Word-boundaries are as 
meaningless as estate-boundaries” (226):  
Потом Ноздрев велел еще принесть какую-то особенную бутылку, которая, 
по словам его, была и бургоньон и шампаньон вместе [...] В 
непродолжительном времени была принесена на стол рябиновка, имевшая, 
по словам Ноздрева, совершенный вкус сливок, но в которой, к изумлению, 
слышна была сивушища во всей своей силе. Потом пили какой-то бальзам, 
носивший такое имя, которое даже трудно было припомнить, да и сам 
хозяин в другой раз назвал его уже другим именем. (116)  
In this scene Nozdryov “enacts in a more extreme fashion what Chichikov has done in earlier 
scenes, mixing up categories of things and words…” (Maguire 227). Thus the character whose 
speech is most indicative of the arbitrary nature of the verbal sign turns out to be not Chichikov, 
but Nozdryov. In keeping with his perception of words as fluid, arbitrary, and interchangeable, 
Nozdryov quickly gives up on trying to understand what the words “dead souls” might signify, 
leaving the phrase unglossed—that is, empty. Instead of trying to interpret the words, he simply 
adopts them into his lexicon of open-ended signifiers, to be rattled off when bartering for, one 
feels, the pure joy of uttering verbal sounds: “Купи у меня жеребца, я тебе дам [душ] в 
придачу…я тебе дам шарманку и все, сколько ни есть у меня, мёртвые души…Да ведь 
бричка, шарманка и мёртвые души, всё вместе!” (121-122). For Nozdryov, “dead souls” (as 
well as all other words) in effect remains a verbally embodied absence, and it is in the form of an 
absence that Nozdryov launches the words мёртвые души within the town limits of N—.  
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 By introducing the phrase into Nozdryov’s vocabulary,10 Chichikov unknowingly 
surrenders his power over it. In the second half of the novel Nozdryov usurps Chichikov’s role as 
the demonic agent of this verbal poshlost’-vehicle, for it is he who unleashes it amongst the 
townspeople at the governor’s ball. “‘Ведь вы не знаете, ваше превосходительство...он 
торгует мёртвыми душами!,’” Nozdryov tells the governor; “всё же слова его о покупке 
мёртвых душ были произнесены во всю глотку [...] Эта новость так показалась странною, 
что все остановились с каким-то деревянным, глупо-вопросительным выражением” (235-
236). While Chichikov is sick in bed at the inn for the three days immediately following the 
disastrous ball, the phrase мёртвые души makes its rounds of the town, working its way from 
the mouths of the дама приятная во всех отношениях and the просто приятная дама—who 
decide that the phrase is a mask behind which Chichikov has hidden his true purpose, which is to 
run away with the governor’s daughter, and who “умели напустить такого тумана в глаза 
всем, что все, а особенно чиновники, несколько времени оставались ошеломленными” 
(256-257)—into the general gossip mill of N—. Each resident of the town sees something 
different in this phrase: the women, convinced that it is a diversionary tactic, invent an entire 
romance between Chichikov and the governor’s daughter, while the various officials see the 
words мёртвые души as an allusion to their personal failings in fulfilling their duties. In reality, 
of course, there is precisely nothing concealed in this phrase: it is a void, a cipher, and in talking 
about it the townspeople are talking about nothing. Eventually the phrase—this verbally 
embodied absence—becomes so “filled” with nonsense that Chichikov is revealed to be 
Napoleon himself—or perhaps Captain Kopeikin, the doubly amputated war veteran. It is 
precisely at the moment when the officials, having considered and abandoned the postmaster’s 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
10	  That is, by introducing it in its ambiguous form, outside of the usual bureaucratic context of serfs that 
have died and thus are no longer allowed to be purchased or mortgaged. 	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preposterous theory, have finally concluded that “никак не могли узнать, что такое был 
Чичиков” (283), that the narrator interrupts his narrative to declare, “Какие искривленные, 
глухие, узкие, непроходимые, заносящие далеко в сторону дороги избирало человечество, 
стремясь достигнуть вечной истины, тогда как перед ним весь был открыт прямой путь.”  
Despite his position as name-giver, then, Chichikov loses his power over the phrase: in 
the second half of the novel, the words мёртвые души break free of his control and begin to 
spawn narratives that he has not authorized. This circumstance results from Chichikov’s 
underestimation of the supremely indeterminate nature of the phrase; he is not as cautious as he 
should be, and makes the mistake of proposing a transaction to Nozdryov, a man who “может 
наврать, прибавить, распустить чёрт знает что, выйдут еще какие-нибудь сплетни…” 
(125). There is thus a suggestion that the nature of verbal language is such that, in order to 
maintain authority over a verbally constructed reality, one must both grant it a name, and behave 
wisely enough to protect that name from misappropriation. If we return to the theological 
implications of name-giving, we might say that only God (who created the universe by naming 
it) or those who, like Adam, have a God-given right to act as name-giver, can be expected to 
maintain control over the realities to which they assign verbal designations. Chichikov, who is at 
worst a demonic figure, and at best (as we see him at the end of the novel) a merely human one, 
clearly does not belong to the category of righteous name-givers. Not only does he use the phrase 
мёртвые души so indiscriminately as to be unable to prevent its appropriation by Nozdryov; he 
also falls victim himself to the suggestive power of the phrase in the second half of the book. At 
the beginning of chapter seven, while writing out a list of his newly acquired dead souls, 
Chichikov begins to fabricate life stories to accompany each name, even going so far as to 
address the ghostly figures that arise in his imagination as though they were living, breathing 
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serfs. Like the landowners in the first half of the novel, Chichikov has begun to perceive concrete 
referents in the purely verbal мёртвые души. Later in the same chapter, at the celebratory dinner 
at the police chief’s house, “Чичиков [...] воображал себя уже настоящим херсонским 
помещиком, говорил об разных улучшениях [...] у него вертелся на языке всякий вздор: 
белокурая невеста с румянцем и ямочкой на правой щеке, херсонские деревни, капиталы” 
(210-211). Chichikov, it seems, has been taken in by his own con. 
We can conclude that not only is a verbal phrase ideally suited to serving demonic forces 
within the Gogolian universe by virtue of its singular ability to misrepresent reality—but it is 
also capable of deceiving its own creator. This does not negate the responsibility that the creator, 
the name-giver, has over his creation: it simply suggests that one who aspires to verbally 
engender reality ought to be cautious in how he proceeds. If readers or listeners attribute actual 
substance and significance to concepts that have a purely verbal existence, then, it is clear that 
much of the fault lies with the generator of that false existence. I hope to show below that a 
certain degree of responsibility for any misinterpretations spawned also lies with the sign’s 
receptor(s), who should be capable of recognizing the absence concealed behind phrases like 
мёртвые души.  
 
Linguistic Deficiency in the Town of N— 
The residents of N— are unable to protect themselves against the influence of 
Chichikov's demonic phrase because the town itself is built on false, empty, and meaningless 
speech: to talk about nothing is standard practice in N—, and thus the words мёртвые души 
weave themselves seamlessly into the usual linguistic fabric of the community. Earlier in this 
chapter I discussed the idea, taken from structural linguistics, that the language of a given speech 
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community helps to shape the way in which members of that community perceive and relate to 
the outside world. The language of the town of N— is a deficient language, marked by the 
constant deliberate manipulation of reality via lying and flattery; the frequent appearance of 
empty or nonsensical words; and the placement of a greater emphasis on the form of the signifier 
(whether it is proper or pleasing in sound) than on the content of what it signifies. Because of the 
deficiency of their language, the residents of N— perceive reality in a deficient (i.e. confused 
and distorted) way. We shall see that Gogol represents this linguistic inadequacy in N— as being 
largely the result of the influence of Europeanized literary styles on the Russian language.  
The prevalence of empty or meaningless words—words that seem to exist for their own 
sake, without communicating anything to anyone—is notable in the town of N— right away. 
During Chichikov’s initial drive around town the reader is presented with a series of storefronts 
marked by perplexing signs. One of these signs (“Иностранец Василий Федоров”) has already 
been mentioned. Another, which denotes a billiard room, is labeled “И вот заведение” (36). 
Neither of these signs is at all helpful in terms of conveying information, and the first is 
downright absurd. Chichikov’s illiterate servant, Petrushka, while not a native resident of N—, 
possesses “reading” habits that are perfectly symptomatic of the townspeople’s relationship with 
the written word:  
[Петрушка] имел даже благородное побуждение к просвещению, то есть 
чтению книг, содержанием которых не затруднялся: ему было совершенно 
всё равно, похождение ли влюбленного героя, просто букварь или 
молитвенник, —он всё читал с равным вниманием; если бы ему подвернули 
химию, он и от неё бы не отказался. Ему нравилось не то, о чём читал он, но 
больше самое чтение, или, лучше сказать, процесс самого чтения, что вот-
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де из букв вечно выходит какое-нибудь слово, которое иной раз чёрт знает 
что и значит. (46-47, my emphasis)  
This passage aptly characterizes the townspeople’s perception of literature: the idea that literary 
works have value because they are literary works, regardless of their individual content. In 
Manilov’s office, for instance, “всегда лежала какая-то книжка, заложенная закладкою на 
четырнадцатой странице, которую он постоянно читал уже два года” (53-54). Later we 
learn that, in the town, “Многие были не без образования: председатель палаты знал 
наизусть «Людмилу» Жуковского, которая ещё была тогда непростывшею новостию, и 
мастерски читал многие места, особенно: «Бор заснул, долина спит»” (215-6) and that 
“Почтмейстер вдался более в философию и читал весьма прилежно, даже по ночам, 
Юнговы «Ночи» и «Ключ к таинствам натуры» Эккартсгаузена, из которых делал весьма 
длинные выписки…” (216). What is important, it seems, is that one possesses books and can 
quote a line or two from them on occasion; the type and content of the books are irrelevant. 
Ultimately, the “educated” townspeople differ little from the illiterate Petrushka in their 
approach to the written word; for them, as for Petrushka, it is the mere presence of verbal signs 
on a page (or on a placard) that brings satisfaction. 
The tendency to place a greater degree of importance on the mere existence of signs than 
on their content is perceptible in N— in spoken as well as in written language. We see this 
especially in the townspeople’s love for gossip, a love that seems to stem partially from the mere 
desire to be talking—even if the gossipers themselves are able to acknowledge that they are 
talking nonsense:  
Что Ноздрев лгун отъявленный, это было известно всем, и вовсе не было в 
диковинку слышать от него решительную бессмыслицу; но смертный, 
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право, трудно даже понять, как устроен этот смертный: как бы ни была 
пошла новость, но лишь бы она была новость, он непременно сообщит ее 
другому смертному [...] И это непременно обойдет весь город, и все 
смертные, сколько их ни есть, наговорятся непременно досыта и потом 
признают, что это не стоит внимания и не достойно, чтобы о нем говорить. 
(236-7, my emphasis)  
This desire to gossip for gossip’s sake is what spurs the просто приятная дама to bring her 
friend the perplexing news about Chichikov, Korobochka, and the dead souls—that is, to start 
weaving the web of speculation that will culminate in Chichikov’s transformation into a dashing 
kidnapper (according to the women’s formulation) and, in the conception of the men’s party, into 
Napoleon himself. 
 Talking, writing, and reading (or, in the case of Petrushka, pretending to read) for their 
own sake, without regard for content, are examples of speech acts in which there is an unequal 
amount of attention paid to the two aspects (signifier and signified) of the verbal sign. The 
emphasis is placed on the signifier, which is seen to have a value in and of itself. Often the 
characters in Dead Souls show a great deal of concern for the form of the signifier—that is, for 
its aesthetic aspect, whether it is correct and pleasing to the ear. Again, there is a marked 
disregard for meaning and content. The manner in which this obsession with linguistic form 
manifests itself in Dead Souls differs according to the gender of the speaker. The women, for 
instance, are more concerned with delicacy and beauty in their speech. When Chichikov 
encounters the governor’s daughter on the road, he thinks about the way in which society will 
ruin her by teaching her to fret over the propriety of her speech: “[она] станет ломать голову и 
придумывать, с кем, и как, и сколько нужно говорить, как на кого смотреть, всякую 
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минуту будет бояться, чтобы не сказать больше, чем нужно, запутается наконец сама, и 
кончится тем, что станет наконец врать всю жизнь, и выйдет просто чёрт знает 
что!” (137, my emphasis). Chichikov directly links the feminine tendency to worry over the 
form of one’s speech with confusion (запутается наконец сама), lying (станет наконец 
врать всю жизнь), and the devil (выйдем просто черт знает что!). During the governor’s 
ball we see this sort of bewildering feminine society language in action: “дамы так заняли и 
закружили его своими разговорами, подсыпая кучу самых замысловатых и тонких 
аллегорий, которые все нужно было разгадывать, отчего даже выступил у [Чичикова] на 
лбу пот...” (228). With the notable exception of Manilov, the men of N— are less concerned 
with verbal delicacy and beauty, expressed in the form of subtle allegories and pretty phrases, 
than they are with correct forms of address on the basis of their interlocutor’s position and rank: 
“Надобно сказать, что у нас на Руси если не угнались ещё кой в чем другом за 
иностранцами, то далеко перегнали их в умении обращаться. Пересчитать нельзя всех 
оттенков и тонкостей нашего обращения” (83). In both cases—that of the women and that of 
the men—the salient aspect of any verbal interaction is the form taken by the verbal signs that 
each interlocutor decides to use.    
Thus we see that, whenever the citizens of N— perform speech acts, they privilege form 
or even the mere presence of words over content. The language of the community is therefore 
vitally deficient and, consequently, so is the community’s ability to perceive truth in the external 
world. For this reason, the landowners and townspeople are easily blinded by Chichikov’s lies 
and Nozdryov’s startling exclamation. Part of the fault for the bewildering fog that pervades N— 
by the end of the novel thus belongs to the town’s citizens themselves.  
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 Gogol emphasizes the fact that the townspeople’s verbal deficiency is largely the result of 
foreign influence within their language: one of the most notable ways in which the characters of 
Dead Souls try to enhance the form of their speech—often to the detriment of clarity—is by 
incorporating aspects of certain foreign languages into their native Russian. The ladies of N— 
tend to use French words and sounds in place of Russian ones in their efforts to enhance the 
pleasing quality of their conversations. Mrs. Manilov speaks “несколько даже картавя” (56), 
that is, in imitation of French sounds. In chapter eight the narrator describes how the women 
refuse to even utter certain Russian words, which they judge to be coarse or rude, despite being 
quite willing to pronounce the coarsest and rudest of statements in French:  
Чтоб ещё более облагородить русский язык, половина почти слов была 
выброшена вовсе из разговора, и потому весьма часто было нужно 
прибегать к французскому языку, зато уж там, по французски, другое дело, 
там позволялись такие слова, которые были гораздо пожестче 
упомянутых. (219, my emphasis) 
What is important to the ladies is not the meaning of their words, but the form in which these 
words are uttered. One is allowed to reference all sorts of disgusting subject matter, so long as 
one does so in French. Furthermore, V.V. Vinogradov observes: 
To these traditional forms of speech of ‘society women’ […] which had already 
been ridiculed in satirical literature, Gogol added new emotional phraseological 
devices to depict, in a comic light, the ‘poetry of fancy’ […] The sentimental 
sweetness and false, cloying politeness of society women found their expression 
in a flood of caressing diminutives […] At the same time, Gogol emphasized the 
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closeness of ladies’ language to the rhetorical forms and phraseology of the 
sentimental romantic styles. (221)  
Consider, for instance, the letter that Chichikov receives from an anonymous lady prior to the 
ball, which contains lines such as “‘Что жизнь наша? Долина, где поселились горести. Что 
свет? Толпа людей, которая не чувствует’” (220). As Vinogradov notes, this letter “comically 
depicts the basic devices of the sentimental salon style” (221), a style that was based on “West 
European phraseology, artistic themes, images, syntactic devices, and compositional schemes” 
(217). It is not only the ladies of Dead Souls whose speech displays this foreign influence; 
Maguire observes that Manilov’s verbal style is also based on “certain code words of 
sentimentalism” (219). Indeed, this is what traps Manilov into giving up his dead souls to 
Chichikov free of charge, for Chichikov is also familiar with this linguistic code, and he uses it 
to good effect in his transaction with Manilov.  
Vinogradov asserts that these moments, in which Gogol mocks the fashionable, 
Europeanized salon styles of the upper classes and their “provincial imitators,” are indicative of 
Gogol’s desire to parody “the ‘anti-national’ styles of the Russian language—for the purpose of 
unmasking their lack of correspondence to reality” (220). For Gogol, the penetration of European 
linguistic elements into Russian introduces a measure of artificiality into the speech of the native 
Russian people—that is, it widens the gap between signifiers and their signifieds and thereby 
reduces the degree of correspondence between verbal language and external reality. The result is 
the type of speech community that we find represented in Dead Souls: one that is highly 
vulnerable to the deceptive language of figures like Chichikov and to the possibility of being 
thrown into a state of confusion by the infiltration of lies, rumors, and unglossed verbal phrases. 
As Yuri Lotman observes in “The Truth as Lie” (1993), “The most cunning of Gogol’s heroes 
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would not be capable of deceiving those who had not already deceived themselves beforehand” 
(51). The inability of the townspeople to locate the прямой путь in chapter ten is thus the 
combined fault of Chichikov (the name-giver), Nozdryov, and the townspeople themselves. 
Is there, then, any example within the plot of Dead Souls of verbal language functioning 
in a positive and reality-affirming manner? According to Katherine Lahti, the slur bestowed upon 
Plyushkin by the muzhik that Chichikov encounters on the road is one such instance. This 
curse—omitted by the narrator on the grounds that it is “не употребительное в светском 
разговоре” (a claim that is itself indicative of the positive nature of the slur, given the narrator’s 
opinion of “светский разговор”)—launches a digression on the nature of the Russian language 
which ends by suggesting that true Russian words, once uttered, are eternal, “не вырубливается 
топором” (156-157). That is to say, they fuse language and reality into a one-to-one 
correspondence that cannot be undone. Lahti sees this as evidence of Gogol’s belief that 
Russian—pure Russian, unsullied by foreign influence, the type of Russian that is preserved only 
in the liturgical language and the speech of the peasants—is a natural language, “a language that 
is motivated by the nature of things” (154). Whether or not this is the case will be a question for 
section two. For now, it is simply important to note that there does indeed seem to be at least one 
instance within the speech acts of the characters of Dead Souls in which language functions in a 
manner that affirms, rather than negates, the reality of the outside world.   
In conclusion, the verbal interactions of the characters within the plot of Dead Souls 
suggest a theory of language in which words, as singularly indeterminate entities, are construed 
as possessing the power to acts as vehicles for poshlost’—that is, as being able to deceive men 
through the construction of false realities and thus to help fulfill the task of the devil on earth. 
The fault for such infernal linguistic operations lies with both the generator of the verbal sign and 
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with its receptor(s)—in the novel’s formulation, both sides have a responsibility to help reduce 
the possibility for miscommunication or misinterpretation within a given speech act. There is 
also a suggestion that certain national languages, by virtue of their artificial basis, are more likely 
than others to shape and perceive the world in a deficient way. Not surprisingly, these “deficient” 
languages seem to include French and German—that is, the West European languages whose 
influence on the Russian tongue was pervasive in the early nineteenth century. It will be 
important to keep this fact about the national character of languages in mind as we move to 
chapter two, where I will examine the philosophy of language that is suggested by the linguistic 
style of the narrator of Dead Souls, as well as the possible intellectual and theological influences 
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Chapter Two: The Dilemma of the Christian Author 
 
In the preceding chapter we established that Gogol uses the verbal interactions of the 
characters in Dead Souls to model the Christian theological conception of the devil as “the father 
of the lie.” The novel’s plot illustrates the way in which verbal signs, due to the inherent 
instability of the signifier/signified relationship, are capable of serving as vessels for poshlost’. 
Now let us turn our attention to the linguistic attitude of the narrator, whose moral status as an 
author-figure seems to be compromised by his portrayal of words as instruments that are easily 
manipulable by unclean forces. I intend to show that Gogol, in the first volume of Dead Souls, 
intentionally establishes a parallel between the crafty eloquence of Chichikov and the verbal 
excesses of the narrator, and that he similarly analogizes the townspeople of N— to the novel’s 
audience. In this way, I think, Gogol hoped to reveal to his readership the inadequacy of their 
own linguistic culture (that is, what he perceived to be the inadequacy of the Russian language of 
the 19th century, inundated as it had become by artificial West European linguistic elements), 
thereby clearing the way for the development of a new national literary language—one purged of 
foreign influences and characterized by a near one-to-one correspondence between signs and 
objects—in the second and third volumes of what was originally intended to be a tripartite novel. 
I will contend that Gogol’s ultimate failure to complete volumes two and three of Dead Souls 
was largely due to his growing fear that, rather than serving to unmask the dangerous 
potentialities of language, the inventive narrative style of his first volume would instead deceive 
and mislead his readers—that like Chichikov, he would be unable to maintain control over the 
verbal reality he had constructed, and that his literary creation would thus be misappropriated by 
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the same demonic forces he was hoping to unveil. This fear, I think, can be located within a long 
tradition of self-censuring Christian authors. 
 
From Nomothete to Author  
I would like to begin by considering the function of the author from a theoretical 
standpoint. An author’s task is to create a new reality that will displace awareness of the external 
world in the mind of the reader. This new reality is a purely verbal one, born from the words of 
the author in combination with the signifieds—the images and concepts—that the reader’s own 
imagination links to those words. The basis for this process of literary creation is the arbitrary 
and tenuous nature of the signifier/signified relationship, which allows the author to depict 
verbally that which does not—and sometimes could not—exist in the real world. Significantly, 
this is also the very same aspect of language that makes words a prospective instrument of the 
devil in Dead Souls. Indeed, now that we have identified Chichikov as filling the role of demonic 
“name-giver” within the novel’s plot, the logical next step is to see him as a sort of author-figure; 
the same can be said of Nozdryov, who makes proclamations so outlandish and indeterminate 
that they often invite just as high a degree of creative interpretation as does Chichikov’s phrase 
“мертвые души.” Alexander Zholkovsky has noted the affinity between Gogol-as-author and 
his more verbose characters: “Identifying secretly with his lowly alter egos, Gogol often 
endowed them with ‘authorial’ status,” Zholkovsky writes, going on to list Chichikov and 
Nozdryov as two such “authorial” characters (173). The verbal transactions that occur between 
Chichikov (or Nozdryov) and the landowners and townspeople of N—, then, mirror the sort of 
verbal transaction that takes place between author and reader.  
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In order to better understand the exchange that transpires between the author and the 
reader of a literary text, let us consider, as an example, the process of readerly interpretation that 
might be inspired by the opening scene from Dead Souls. The narrator begins his narration with 
the following description: “В ворота гостиницы губернского города NN въехала довольно 
красивая рессорная небольшая бричка, в какой ездят холостяки: отставные 
подполковники, штабс-капитаны, помещики, имеющие около сотни душ крестьян, —
словом, все то, которых называют господами средней руки” (31). With this opening 
sentence, the narrator lifts us out of the reality of the external world and sets us down in an 
entirely new, and purely verbal, realm, where an event is said to be happening—a carriage is 
driving through a gate—that is not, in fact, happening in actuality at all. The written statement 
inspires the reader to ideate a corresponding image in his mind, which will differ slightly for 
each reader given that—as we have established in chapter one—no two people ever attach the 
exact same referent to a given signifier. One reader may picture tall, wooden gates while another 
sees the gates as crumbling stone. For one reader the carriage will be white; for the other it will 
be black. Thus the process of reading is such that each reader is conveyed to an individualized—
but always imaginary—plane of existence via the verbal structures devised by the author.  
Furthermore, the emphasis on aesthetic form inherent in literary art tempts the reader to 
abandon the real world in favor of entry into an entirely verbal one by encouraging him to take 
pleasure in signs independent of their respective content. Just as—having adopted the 
structuralist view—we can see language as a closed system (that is, as a self-regulating and self-
contained whole), so too can we regard a given piece of literature as a structure that is sealed off 
from any other reality. In “Linguistics and Poetics” (1960), Roman Jakobson identifies literary 
art as one of a number of different linguistic acts, a type of verbal communication that can and 
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should be examined alongside dialogues, questions, commands, interjections, and other speech 
events. The particular function of a given speech event is determined by the role that is played by 
each of the following six factors: addresser, addressee, context (or referent), message, contact 
(the physical medium between the addresser and addressee), and code (a language or argot). The 
primary task of most verbal acts is to communicate information about the referent, or context; 
these acts are thus characterized by the referential function of language. Literary art, by contrast, 
is a type of verbal communication whose dominant function is the poetic function, which is 
primarily concerned with the message for its own sake. The tendency toward “poeticalness” in 
verbal art emphasizes aesthetic form over content. “[The poetic] function, by promoting the 
palpability of signs, deepens the fundamental dichotomy of signs and objects” (93), Jakobson 
writes, thereby indicating that the privileging of the poetic over the referential function can lead 
to a loss of referentiality in the linguistic attitude of a text’s creator or audience, who is then 
tempted to abandon his awareness of the external world in order to enter into the closed system 
of the literary work. 
In the preceding chapter we established that Chichikov plays the role of the nomothete in 
Dead Souls: he is the “namer” of the set of narratives that come to fill the empty space embodied 
in the phrase мёртвые души. We can now see that the function of the name-giver resembles that 
of the author: just as a newly coined word or phrase invites interpretation by those who hear it, 
so too do the verbal structures of a literary text—which, by virtue of the dominance of the poetic 
over the referential function, are generally ambiguous and open-ended—provoke creative 
“filling” on the part of the reader. A parallel between Chichikov and the author-narrator of Dead 
Souls thus makes itself apparent: both are shapers and creators of reality via verbal language. In 
chapter one we concluded that Christian theology conceives of the name-giver as either a force 
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for good—when his speech is motivated by God—or for evil, as when it is motivated or 
misappropriated by the devil, the father or the lie. Now I will expand on this discussion in order 
to consider the effect that these views on language have traditionally had on the Christian author, 
who, as noted above, can also be seen as a sort of nomothete. 
 
Augustine, Dante, and the Moral Status of the Christian Author  
In By Authors Possessed: The Demonic Novel in Russia (1998), Adam Weiner lays out a 
general history of the antagonistic relationship between Christianity and artistic—particularly 
novelistic—endeavor. Weiner writes that the Christian Church has always “been wary of a 
conspiracy between artistic narrative and deviltry” (14). This wariness can be linked to the 
conception of the artist as transgressor, an idea that has its roots in the literature of classical 
antiquity (Ovid’s Daedalus is perhaps the most obvious example of an artist who “infringes upon 
the prerogative of the gods” (Weiner 17)) and the story of Satan’s rebellion. Weiner illustrates 
the link between theological conceptions of the artist and Satan with the following quotation 
from Denis de Rougemont’s La part du diable (1945): “‘In truth the will to create, the need to 
write, simply, coincides deep down with the Luciferian temptation: to become like God, to make 
oneself an author, to authorize oneself in an autonomous world’” (qtd. in Weiner 15). Novels, 
instead of glorifying God by praising his creation, effectively cut the reader off from that 
creation by transporting him to a new and separate reality. This distancing from external reality 
is strengthened by the novel’s tendency to place more emphasis on the aesthetic aspect of the 
written words than on their referents. In terms of Jakobson’s formulation, we might say that the 
problem with the novelistic art, from the Christian theological point of view, is that it 
foregrounds the poetic function of language over the referential one. The creative impulse 
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inherent in the novel form can thus be perceived as equating to a willful abandonment of the 
Christian ideal of achieving oneness with God and his world. 
Gogol, as a deeply religious writer, would have been conscious of the perceived moral 
snares inherent in the task of the Christian author. In establishing the theological foundation that 
may have informed Gogol’s anxieties about his literary creations, it will be helpful to consider 
the language theory of Saint Augustine (354-430 AD)—particularly as this theory is articulated 
in the Confessions (398 AD) and On Christian Doctrine  (396-426 AD)—both because it is the 
basis for much of the later theological inquiry into what it means to be a Christian writer, and 
because an intermediary link exists between Augustine and Gogol in the form of Dante Alighieri. 
In the Divine Comedy (1308-1321), Dante stages certain of Augustine’s ideas about language 
and literary art in a way that may have resonated with Gogol, who we know admired the Comedy 
deeply. Dante’s poem also revises and adapts certain aspects of Augustine’s language theory in a 
way that has affinities with Gogol’s own work. By briefly examining the Dante-Augustine 
dialogue on the task of the Christian writer, we can perhaps come to a better understanding of the 
sometimes self-contradictory philosophy of language that is suggested by the narrative voice in 
Dead Souls.  
The works of Augustine suggest that literary creation is only justified when it is 
motivated by the desire to praise God or to illuminate the Christian Truth for the reader. A 
writer’s generation of aesthetically pleasing verbal forms is acceptable if enacted in the service 
of God, but sinful if performed for the sake of beauty alone. In On Christian Doctrine, Augustine 
bases his exposition of proper vs. improper ways of employing verbal language when 
interpreting, preaching, or defending Scripture on a binary that is strikingly similar to the one 
that lies at the heart of Saussure’s work: that of signs vs. things. According to Augustine’s 
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essentially Platonic formulation, there exist in the world both things in themselves (for instance, 
stones, cattle, or pieces of wood), and objects that are used to refer to other things (e.g. 
ceremonies or rituals)—that is, signs. Words, Augustine writes, are always signs, for they have 
no meaning or value in and of themselves. Certain groups of people—Augustine identifies these 
as pedants, pagans and Jews—overvalue the form or the perceived power of words to such an 
extent that they end by treating words as things rather than as signs, a sin that Augustine refers to 
as being “in bondage to signs” (118) and which he comes close to equating with idolatry.  
The justification behind Augustine’s equation of admiration for verbal beauty with idol 
worship becomes clear if we consider another essential Augustinian binary: that of utility vs. 
enjoyment. In book one of On Christian Doctrine, Augustine writes that all things can be 
subdivided into the categories of the “useful” and the “enjoyable”: “Those things which are 
objects of enjoyment make us happy. Those things which are objects of use assist, and (so to 
speak) support us in our efforts after happiness, so that we can attain the things that make us 
happy and rest in them” (14). He goes on to assert that the only true object of enjoyment is God 
in his tripartite manifestation (“The true objects of enjoyment, then, are the Father and the Son 
and the Holy Spirit, who are at the same time the Trinity, one Being” (16)), and that all other 
things are thus simply a means of attaining oneness with God, in whom we will find happiness 
and eternal peace. Words, like all other things which come from God but which are not God, are 
objects of use, not of enjoyment; their value, when they are used properly, lies in their ability to 
bring us closer to God, and as such they ought not to be admired or enjoyed for their own sake. 
As Augustine writes, “if we set ourselves to enjoy those [things] which we ought to use, [we] are 
hindered in our course, and sometimes even led away from it” (14). Those sins which lead us 
into “bondage to signs” (pedantry, paganism, and Judaism, according to Augustine’s 
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interpretation) therefore result in a distancing from God. The most important of these sins for the 
purposes of this thesis is that of pedantry. For Augustine, pedants are “those who feel greater 
delight in things when even the signs of those things are kept in their own purity” (70)—that is, 
those who privilege the aesthetic form and grammatical correctness of words over the words’ 
meanings. Such overvaluation of form is ultimately absurd: as Augustine notes, “Whether we say 
inter hominess (among men) or inter hominibus, is of no consequence to a man who only wishes 
to know the facts” (70). More than simply absurd, it is sinful, for such emphasis on aesthetics 
devalues the importance of understanding the holy content of the texts in question.  
Augustine expands on the nature and the potential moral consequences of the sin of 
pedantry in books two and four of On Christian Doctrine, as well as in the Confessions, where 
he associates the overvaluation of eloquence with the traditional training in classical literature 
and rhetoric that the Catholic Church, in the fourth century AD, was just beginning to denounce. 
In book one of the Confessions, Augustine claims that the secular education he received in his 
youth, for all that it did to shape him into a great orator, led him away from God: 
It is not surprising that I was swept along in folly away from you, my God, and 
wandered abroad, when the role models I was given were ashamed if they were 
caught describing their own good behavior in ungraceful or ungrammatical terms, 
but luxuriated in men’s praise if they could describe their vicious acts in choice 
words well fitted together, flowing with easy and elegant phrases. (20-21) 
In this passage Augustine suggests that, not only are beautiful words sometimes overvalued in a 
way that diminishes the significance of their sacred content; such words can also be used to mask 
the sinful nature of the meaning they carry. In reference to an obscene but elegantly-stated poem 
that uses the model of Jove as a justification for rape, Augustine writes, “I indict not the words, 
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which are ‘choice and precious vessels’ in themselves, but the wine of error poured into them by 
teachers drunk with it, who beat us if we do not drink with them” (Confessions 20). In the final 
book of On Christian Doctrine, which is devoted entirely to a discussion of the relationship 
between Christianity and the rhetorical tradition, Augustine warns, “But we must be aware of the 
man who abounds in eloquent nonsense, and so much the more if the hearer is pleased with what 
is not worth listening to, and thinks that because the speaker is eloquent what he says must be 
true” (160).  
In the Confessions, Augustine’s condemnation of sophistry expands into a denouncement 
of all pagan literature, including poetry and fiction. Augustine laments his youthful love for 
classical epic, particularly the Aeneid; in book one of the Confessions the saint famously 
bemoans  
my tears for the perished Dido, who killed herself from love, while I, the truly 
pitiful one, was dry-eyed to my perishing, my God, from loss of you…Who is 
more pitiable than a pitiful man without pity for himself—one who weeps for 
Dido, dead because she loved Aeneas, but not for himself, dead because he failed 
to love you…? (16)  
In Augustine’s condemnation of his youthful admiration for the Aeneid we see a denouncement 
not only of pagan eloquence, but also of the very nature of fictional narrative. Augustine 
suggests that the time he spent wandering in his imagination through Virgil’s “visions of 
absurdity” (17) and “poetical strayings into unreality” (20) distanced him from the reality of God 
and God’s creation. Thus we see that Augustine ultimately criticizes classical oratory and 
literature on three counts: first, because the overemphasis on the aesthetic beauty of words that is 
inherent to the art of rhetoric devalues their content in a way that can be equated with idolatry; 
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second, because this overvaluation of form allows beautiful words to serve as vessels for sinful 
content; and third, because pagan works of fiction, while we are in the process of reading them, 
cut us off from the reality of the external world and thus also from God.  
 However, it is important to note that Augustine’s condemnation of eloquence and literary 
beauty is not absolute. Augustine warns against the overvaluation of beautiful language, 
suggesting that such language may be manipulated in a way that leads its audience astray from 
God; however, he also notes the positive influence that verbal language can have if its use is 
motivated and directed by divine grace, rather than by a malevolent desire to harm or by a pagan 
desire to create verbal alternatives to God’s world. In “The City of God and the City of Man: 
Limits of Language in Montaigne’s ‘Apologie’” (1980), Mary McKinley observes that, 
“Pleasing the reader or listener in order to convert him to the truth of God was an important 
element of Augustine’s Christian rhetoric.” In book two of On Christian Doctrine Augustine 
writes, regarding the practice of rhetoric, “these rules are not the less true that they can be used 
for persuading men of what is false; but as they can be used to enforce the truth as well, it is not 
the faculty itself that is to be blamed, but the perversity of those who put it to a bad use” (99). As 
we have already seen, Christian wisdom and verbal eloquence do not always go hand in hand. To 
return to Augustine’s image of words as vessels in the Confessions, it is possible for a beautiful 
vessel (i.e. an elegant phrase or a well-chosen rhyme) to be filled with unwise content—the 
“wine of error,” such as Augustine’s teachers bade him drink in his youth—and it is also possible 
for the wisest content, the message of the Christian Truth, to be enclosed within the plainest of 
verbal vessels. “Eloquent speakers are heard with pleasure; wise speakers with profit,” Augustine 
writes; but it is best for a Christian speaker to be able to do both, to “speak not only with 
wisdom, but with eloquence also” (160). No one can deny the worth of precious wine carried 
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within an ornamented vessel; similarly, wise content expressed through beautiful speech should 
be the goal of every Christian orator. 
 According to Augustinian language theory, then, words can either be manipulated into 
acting as receptacles for evil, or they can be wielded by the righteous as instruments of God’s 
will. Literary art is particularly susceptible to being made to serve as a tool of the devil, no 
matter what the author’s intentions. There is always a danger in employing figurative or 
allegorical language, since the reader or listener cannot always be counted on to distinguish 
between a figure—a sign—and the thing it signifies; and “he is a slave to a sign who worships a 
significant thing without knowing what it signifies” (On Christian Doctrine 118). As such, a 
Christian writer or speaker must be cautious and moderate in his use of poetic devices.  
 In the Divine Comedy, Dante engages with and artistically stages several of Augustine’s 
key ideas about literature and verbal language. I would now like to focus on those elements of 
the Comedy that can be seen as linking Augustinian language theory with Gogol’s attitude 
toward verbal language as it is manifested in Dead Souls. These elements are: first, authorial 
apprehension over the moral status of the created work, a concern that can be seen as stemming 
directly from the Augustinian line of thinking about literary endeavor in Christian theology; and 
second, a tendency to challenge Augustinian prescriptions against the literary use of 
metaphorical religious imagery—a tendency which Gogol recognized in his own work as 
potentially leading to precisely the sort of readerly confusion that Augustine warns against in his 
discussion of figurative versus literal signs in On Christian Doctrine.  
 Before moving on to an analysis of Dante, it will be helpful to consider the parallels that 
have traditionally been perceived between the Divine Comedy and Dead Souls. In her article 
“Gogol and Dante” (1987) Marianne Shapiro traces the evolution of this comparison in critical 
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scholarship, noting that the two writers have commonly been equated in terms of overall artistic 
plan (the intended tripartite structure of Dead Souls, though never realized, hints at an intentional 
parallel between the two texts) and the depiction of a hero whose journey brings him into contact 
with “dead souls” (in Gogol’s case, the “dead souls” in question are the landowners, not the 
deceased serfs). Donald Fanger has noted that the texts share a “centrality of the narrator [and] 
the substitution of a progress for a story” (Shapiro 38). Perhaps most interestingly, the critic 
Sergei Shambinago “interpreted Gogol’s intent in Dantean terms: Gogol tried, he wrote, to lead 
people into an ideal state of happiness in this life and bliss in the next, and his resurrected 
homeland was to become transformed into a universal empire, combining science, politics, and 
religion into an artistic whole” (Shapiro 37). As I shall soon illustrate, volume one of Dead Souls 
can be read as a Dantean Inferno, and the promised second and third volumes as the Russian 
Purgatorio and Paradiso. For now, let us return to Dante’s engagement with Augustine in the 
Divine Comedy.  
The Divine Comedy foregrounds the idea that the poet must make himself into an 
instrument of God in order to avoid squandering his literary gifts or using them—be it 
intentionally or unintentionally—to bring about harm. The poet-narrator of the Comedy, in 
composing his poem, is always conscious of the dangers inherent in eloquent speech. While 
journeying through the eighth circle of hell he interrupts his narrative with the following 
declaration, which indicates his fear that his words, if not properly guarded, will lead his readers 
away from, rather than toward, God’s Truth:  
and more than usual, I curb my talent, 
that it not run where virtue does not guide; 
so that, if my kind star or something better 
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has given me that gift, I not abuse it. (Inferno, Canto XXVI, 21-24) 
In these verses is expressed the essentially Augustinian notion that literary ability is a gift from 
God, one that can and should be used in order to praise the source of its origin—divine grace—
and over which its wielder must maintain a watchful eye, lest it begin to work for other 
(malevolent) purposes. Significantly, these verses preface the pilgrim’s entrance into the eighth 
pouch of the eighth circle of Hell, where false counselors are punished. Dante envisions the souls 
of these liars and misleaders as being contained within pillars of flame in the shape of fiery 
tongues, an image that renders literal the verse from James: “The tongue also is a fire, a world of 
evil among the parts of the body. It corrupts the whole body, sets the whole course of one’s life 
on fire, and is itself set on fire by hell” (James 3:6). Such is the fate of the clever-tongued 
Ulysses: “and then he waved his flame-tip back and forth / as if it were a tongue that tried to 
speak” (Inferno, Canto XXVI, 88-89). That Dante places the speakers of untruths in Malebolge, 
the next-to-last circle of Hell and a realm that is therefore reserved for especially serious 
transgressions, speaks to his consciousness of the potential moral pitfalls of the poetic task he has 
set for himself. The image of Ulysses encased in a tongue of flame serves as a warning to the 
poet-narrator as he progresses further into Hell and into the text of his own poem. Thus the 
Comedy preserves the Augustinian belief that the poet must maintain a watchful eye over his 
own creative impulse, lest this impulse lead to the unwitting propagation of antichristian ideas.  
However, although Dante echoes Augustine in warning against the dangers inherent in 
the poetic act, the Italian poet nevertheless makes extensive use of literary devices that run 
counter to Augustine’s idea that a Christian writer should be cautious in his use of figurative 
language. The Comedy is essentially an extended metaphor for Dante’s own Christian journey—
but, as Rex Barnes points out in his article “Augustine and Dante’s Inferno: Depicting Hell,” not 
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all of Dante’s readers perceived it as such: “With Dante’s idea of the Inferno, a physical 
conception of eternal damnation was imbued with an earthly dimension in Dante’s own time” 
(8). This misinterpretation is largely due to Dante’s literary evocation of iconic imagery and his 
tendency to “play with biblical metaphors and historical characters” (Barnes 7). Such poetic 
devices lend themselves to the sort of readerly confusion that Augustine laments as a type of 
spiritual slavery in book three of On Christian Doctrine, when he discusses the confusion of 
literal and figurative signs:  
In the first place, we must beware of taking a figurative expression literally. For 
the saying of the apostle applies in this case too: "The letter killeth, but the spirit 
giveth life." For when what is said figuratively is taken as if it were said literally, 
it is understood in a carnal manner. And nothing is more fittingly called the death 
of the soul than when that in it which raises it above the brutes, the intelligence 
namely, is put in subjection to the flesh by a blind adherence to the letter. For he 
who follows the letter takes figurative words as if they were proper, and does not 
carry out what is indicated by a proper word into its secondary signification […] 
Now it is surely a miserable slavery of the soul to take signs for things, and to be 
unable to lift the eye of the mind above what is corporeal and created, that it may 
drink in eternal light. (114) 
Dante’s striking mystical images of a physical hell peopled with actual Florentine politicians and 
Italian historical figures clearly tempts the average Christian reader to “take signs for things,” as 
in fact often happened after the Comedy’s publication. Dante did not intend for his readers to 
become so caught up in the beautifully wrought—though often grotesque—images of his Inferno 
that they would take the metaphor as a literal image of hell. In Novel Epics: Gogol, Dostoevsky, 
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and National Narrative (1990), Frederick Griffiths and Stanley Rabinowitz note that, “It was 
Dante’s intention to move his readers beyond his lively pagan Inferno, as it was Milton’s to get 
them past the antique heroics of Satan. Not all readers stay the course” (20). Although it may be 
true, however, that “not all readers stay the course,” Dante was confident enough in his readers’ 
ability to understand his poetic mission that he completed his narrative and, in so doing, provided 
his pilgrim with a way out of hell and illuminated the path for his readers to escape from their 
own “bondage to signs.” The movement from a pagan worship of the beauty of signs to a 
Christian understanding of God as the one truly beautiful object to which all signs point, is 
enacted in the poet-narrator’s graduation from the tutelage of Virgil in Canto XXX of 
Purgatorio. Finding himself alone atop the mountain, the pilgrim proclaims, “But Virgil had 
deprived us of himself, / Virgil, the gentlest father, Virgil, he / to whom I gave myself for my 
salvation,” only to turn around and be greeted with the sight of Beatrice, to whom Virgil has 
successfully guided him. Griffiths and Rabinowitz offer the following reading of this passage: 
“Virgil the seducer (for Augustine) had become Virgil the guide, who could be left behind atop 
Mount Purgatory, not because his form was moribund, but because it was now securely reborn 
and redeemed” (16). Although Virgil does not gain entrance into paradise, his role in assisting 
the poet-pilgrim on his way to heaven can be seen as Dante’s attempt to rehabilitate the pagan 
literature that Augustine condemned; the figure of Virgil in the Comedy thus comes to symbolize 
the redemption of literary beauty as a viable way of getting closer to God. In the Divine Comedy, 
Dante manages to reconcile his admiration for the process of literary creation with his desire to 
praise God in a more integrated and nuanced way than does Augustine. Gogol, in Dead Souls, 
fails to reconcile the two at all. 
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Creating the Demonic Town of N—: The Narrator’s Negating Poetics 
Within the narrative of Dead Souls it is possible to discern an unresolved tension between 
Gogol’s love for the uninhibited creative impulse—manifested in the playful manipulation of 
language by means of various poetic and rhetorical devices—and his fear that his rambling and 
inventive style will impede his readers’ ability to comprehend what he perceived to be the 
moralizing message behind his work: the idea that Russia, in the mid-19th century, was gravely in 
need of spiritual redemption. There is a great deal of evidence, both within the text itself and 
within Gogol’s biography, to suggest that Gogol conceived of Dead Souls as a Russian epic; one 
which, moreover, would follow in the footsteps of Dante’s Divine Comedy in its attempt to 
redeem its author’s spiritual homeland via the poetic revelation of Christian Truth. Griffiths and 
Rabinowitz argue that Gogol arrived on the Russian literary scene at a time when, following the 
defeat of Napoleon in the War of 1812, Russia sought a new national identity and a new literary 
language with which to express it. “In the fabrication of this national identity, novelists enjoyed 
influence rarely seen in Western letters since antiquity, the influence of prophets” (2), Griffiths 
and Rabinowitz write, going on to suggest that Gogol came to see himself as just such a prophet, 
and Dead Souls as “the first canticle of a divine comedy” (4). Indeed, it is standard practice now 
to read the town of N— and its outlying estates as a sort of Russian inferno, peopled with shades 
in the guise of living human bodies. Renate Lachmann notes that Gogol, in his personal writings, 
“defines [the characters of Dead Souls] as ‘trash, dust, nonsense, and dirt’ […] and even asserts 
that they are really ‘non-existent’ […] [he] calls his creatures ‘bodies containing a corpse’” (32). 
Merezhkovsky explicates Gogol in observing that the living characters portrayed in the novel are 
the true “dead souls” referenced by the title: “And [Sobakevich,] Manilov, Nozdryov, 
Korobochka, Plyushkin, the public prosecutor […] all of them are dead souls within living 
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bodies. That is why they inspire such fear. It is the fear of death, the fear felt by the living soul 
on contact with dead ones” (89-90).  
In the first volume of Dead Souls, then, Gogol depicts a realm that resembles Dante’s 
Inferno in its deadness, a realm populated by пошлые figures whose lack of any measure of inner 
psychological depth is disturbing and repulsive in spite of its simultaneous comicality. Gogol’s 
self-stated purpose in creating this satirical literary hell was to help his readers identify the sin of 
poshlost’ within themselves, thus opening the way for them to purge themselves of all that was 
vulgar in their own natures. This same strategy is visually and dramatically realized in The 
Inspector General, when the mayor suddenly turns to the audience and exclaims, “Чему 
смеетесь? Над собой смеетесь!” Gogol expresses his belief in the cathartic nature of satire in 
his first letter apropos Dead Souls in Selected Passages from Correspondence with Friends 
(Выбранные места из переписки с друзьями, 1847): “So much pettiness is hidden in the 
depths of our souls, so much paltry self-love, so much touchy, nasty vanity, that at every moment 
we ought to be pricked, struck, beaten by all possible arms, and we must every moment thank the 
hand striking us” (96-97). Thus in volume one Gogol seeks to bring to light his readers’ demonic 
banality, their spiritual emptiness, by forcing them to confront their own hideous reflections in 
the landowners and townspeople that populate N— and its outlying estates. The projected second 
and third volumes would then reveal the path to a nationwide spiritual redemption, as the 
narrator hints towards the end of volume one:  
Может быть, в сей же самой повести почуются иные, еще доселе небранные 
струны, предстанет несметное богатство русского духа, пройдет муж, 
одаренный божескими доблестями, или чудная русская девица […] И 
мертвыми покажутся пред ними все добродетельные люди других племен, 
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как мертва книга перед живым словом! Подымутся русские движения… 
(300) 
The satirical, apparently mock-heroic nature of the first volume does not necessarily preclude an 
epic ending; as Griffiths and Rabinowitz point out, “The larger epic journey, as mapped by 
Dante and then Milton, begins infernally: with descent, mockery, and derision” (29). As such, it 
would not have been impossible for Gogol to begin Dead Souls with darkly satirical visions of 
spiritual death and to end it with a lyrical affirmation of Russia as the spiritual savior of Europe. 
Shapiro echoes this point, asserting that, in writing Dead Souls, “Gogol absorbed [from the 
Divine Comedy] the ethical content and the mystical longing, and most of all the will of the poem 
to redemption” (40). However, in practice Gogol only got so far as the final drop into the crevice 
at the bottom of the Inferno—unlike the poet-pilgrim in the Divine Comedy, Chichikov does not 
reemerge “to see—once more—the stars” (Inferno, Canto XXXIV, 139).  
I believe that the reason for Gogol’s failure to move past volume one of Dead Souls is 
that, in contrast to Dante, Gogol never felt confident in his successful escape from the trap 
against which Augustine warns all Christian writers: that of unintentionally misleading the reader 
into thinking that signs are things, that the words on the page—objects of use intended to bring 
the reader closer to God, the one true object of enjoyment—are themselves objects to be enjoyed 
in their own right, to be savored with a pagan delight in pure aesthetics. After all, Dead Souls 
often appears to be a celebration of the compulsion towards unrestrained artistic creation. Absurd 
verbal excess is Gogol’s (or rather, the Gogolian narrator’s) native style. Weiner suggests that 
Nozdryov’s claim in Dead Souls, that Chichikov once had to have two hundred and forty leeches 
applied to his forehead after a beating (“нужно было потом приставить к одним вискам 
двести сорок пиявок, то есть он хотел было сказать сорок, но двести сказалось как-то само 
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собою” (281)), reveals the “poetic formula” underlying Gogol’s own artistic method: “one 
begins with the most absurd exaggeration conceivable, and proceeds to multiply it by six” (74). 
The prevalence in Dead Souls of similes, metaphors, pleonasms, speaking names, repetitions, 
episodes of parataxis, and other instances of what Renate Lachmann appropriately calls Gogol’s 
“semantic excess” (21) characterize the narrator as someone who is prone to letting his creativity 
run away with him. In this regard the narrator possesses a certain affinity with Chichikov—recall 
the moment in chapter seven when Chichikov’s imagination, against his own conscious will, 
begins to construct elaborate fantasies about the lives of his recently acquired serfs—and 
Nozdryov, whose modus operandi is to lie impulsively whenever the opportunity presents itself. 
As I noted at the beginning of this chapter, the association of the novel’s narrator with these 
semi-demonic characters calls the narrator’s own moral status into question. Gogol’s unveiling 
of the dangerous potentialities of verbal language via the speech acts of the novel’s characters—
that is, his representation of the ability of words to serve as vessels for poshlost’—indicates a 
wary attitude towards the very same semantic excesses to which his narrator is prone.  
I think that Gogol, in the first volume of Dead Souls, seeks to justify his poetic excesses 
by attempting to assimilate them into his overall artistic plan for a tripartite Russian epic. The 
narrator’s labyrinthine prose style is, I believe, meant to fulfill a twofold function: first, to 
artistically render evil, conceptualized here as metaphysical absence; and second, to echo the 
demonic speech of characters like Chichikov and Nozdryov in a way that forces the reader to 
identify with the deceived townspeople, so that in laughing at the townspeople the reader is also 
laughing at himself. Thus Gogol not only seeks to purge his readers of their internal poshlost’, 
but also to unveil through satirical laughter the artificial basis of the Russian language of the 19th 
century. According to the novel’s unrealized trajectory, the spiritually impoverished world 
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embodied in the vulgar town of N—would give way, in the later volumes, to a vision of Russia 
redeemed and reborn; similarly, the narrator’s semantic nonsense in volume one would be 
supplanted by a reformed and purified narrative voice, one which speaks in a new Russian 
tongue that is purged of all foreign influences and is thus worthy of verbally expressing Gogol’s 
lofty, nationalistic vision. I would now like to examine certain aspects of the narrator’s verbal 
style in the first volume of Dead Souls in order to illustrate the ways in which this style fulfills 
the functions that I have mentioned above—the artistic portrayal of absence, and the unveiling of 
the lack of correspondence between words and reality in 19th century Russia.   
In depicting the hellish town of N—, Gogol’s narrator employs the “poetics of 
negativity” that I discussed in chapter one: that is, the plethora of nonsensical linguistic devices 
that serve as verbal bodies for the demonic absences that populate the Gogolian cosmos. Recall 
that Renate Lachmann posits the “0” sign as an emblem of Gogol’s poetics, stating that “The 
zero sign [is] an iconographic hole surrounding an absence like a ring” (18). Similarly, the 
narrator’s elaborate verbal constructs enclose nothingness in a way that allows him to artistically 
represent a realm of metaphysical evil (conceived of as absence), just as Dante’s poet-pilgrim 
employs literary devices such as allegory and iconic imagery so as to present his readers with a 
vision of hell. The narrator’s poetics of nonsense in Dead Souls also serves to model for the 
reader the innate instability of the townspeople’s linguistic culture.  
One of the narrator’s favored methods of characterization is the famous Gogolian 
“neither this nor that” (ни то ни другое) device,11 which Derrida identifies as a form of 
apophatic discourse in “How to avoid speaking: Denials” (1989): 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
11	  For a detailed analysis of the “ne to” device in Gogol, see Donald Fanger, The Creation of Nikolai 
Gogol.   
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This, which is called X […] “is” neither this nor that […] Despite appearances, 
then, this X is neither a concept nor a name; it does lend itself to a series of 
names, but calls for another syntax, and exceeds even the order and the structure 
of predicative discourse. It “is” and does not say what “is.” It is written 
completely otherwise.  
Recall the narrator’s introductory account of Chichikov: “не красавец, но и не дурной 
наружности, ни слишком толст, ни слишком тонок; нельзя сказать, чтоб стар, однако ж и 
не так, чтобы слишком молод” (31). By stating that Chichikov is not attractive, but also not 
bad-looking; that he is not fat, nor is he thin; not old, yet also not young—the narrator prevents 
the reader from establishing any sort of stable mental image with regard to the novel’s hero. 
There is no conceivable figure that the reader’s imagination can supply to fill in this “ne to” 
structure: as Lachmann writes, the reader is instead invited to “apply this verbal pattern to the 
void itself” (26). In chapter one we established that this apophatic description marks Chichikov 
as demonic within the Gogolian universe, where evil is characterized by absence and the devil 
has no face. If we consider volume one of Dead Souls as a Dantean vision of hell, it thus 
becomes clear that such “ne to” statements contribute to Gogol’s figural representation of a 
realm of metaphysical evil. Like all of the techniques of negating language the narrator employs, 
this type of apophatism serves a double purpose: in addition to portraying Chichikov as an empty 
vessel—a walking zero sign waiting to be “filled” by the townspeople’s absurd interpretations—
this linguistic device also unveils the instability of the verbal sign. Lachmann writes, 
“Apophatism attempts to free language from its referential constraints, transforming identity into 
difference” (27). The verbal depiction of ineffability clearly depends on—and thus makes 
evident—the lack of referentiality inherent in many linguistic structures.   
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 Another of the narrator’s favored methods of characterization is through the use of 
grotesque imagery. In Rabelais and His World (1965) Mikhail Bakhtin describes the grotesque 
body as one in which “the limits between the body and the world are erased, leading to the fusion 
of the one with the other and with surrounding objects” (310). This fusion is often manifested in 
the synthesis of animal traits with human ones or the likening of the human body or one of its 
parts to an inanimate object. In Dead Souls nearly all of the bodies that we encounter exhibit 
these grotesque features. The description of the hot punch seller at the beginning of the novel is 
paradigmatic of this technique: “сбитенщик с самоваром из красной меди и лицом так же 
красным, как самовар, так что издали можно бы подумать, что на окне стояло два 
самовара, если б один самовар не был с черною как смоль бородою” (32). Here we are 
presented with the representation of a human body that resembles an inanimate object—a 
samovar—to such a high degree that the body seems to shed its human traits and to physically 
transform into that object. The resulting mental image is a grotesque: by fusing the image of a 
human being with that of an insensate household item, it denies any sort of real humanity or 
psychic interiority to the character being represented. The same sort of grotesque imagery that is 
exemplified in the depiction of the punch vendor characterizes Gogol’s descriptions of nearly all 
the landowners and townspeople in Dead Souls. The habits and characteristics of the landowners, 
for instance, are such that each landowner’s individual body seems to merge physically with his 
or her estate. Sobakevich, whose estate buildings are sturdy, solid, and clumsily constructed, is 
himself all of these things: the narrator tells us that,  
все было прочно, неуклюже в высочайшей степени и имело какое-то 
странное сходство с самим хозяином дома [...] Стол, кресла, стулья - все 
было самого тяжелого и беспокойного свойства - словом, каждый предмет, 
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каждый стул, казалось, говорил: "И я тоже Собакевич!" или: "И я тоже очень 
похож на Собакевича!” (141) 
Sobakevich resembles the inanimate objects on his estate to such an extent that he becomes 
indistinguishable from them. The other landowners also resemble their estates to a grotesque 
degree: consider, for instance, the fact that Korobochka, whose estate is home to numerous 
birds—we see turkeys, hens, roosters, magpies, and sparrows in her yard—herself possesses the 
habit of collecting and tucking away anything she comes across in the manner of a bird building 
a nest.  
The narrator’s use of grotesque imagery allows him to make palpable to the reader the 
metaphysical emptiness that permeates every aspect of this provincial Russian town. The 
characters ultimately come across as voids in the guise of thinking, feeling human beings. Not 
only does the narrator’s depiction of the characters’ bodies as being fused with or transformed 
into animals and inanimate objects deny the characters’ humanity; the piling on of all these 
bizarre details and unlikely comparisons (recall, for instance, the narrator’s assertion that 
Sobakevich’s wife’s face looks like a cucumber in a bonnet) often leaves the reader without any 
sensible mental image to suggest what the various heroes might actually look like. The 
description of the punch vendor, although it runs for four lines, actually confuses the image 
produced in the reader’s mind’s eye rather than elucidating it. The word “сбитенщик,” with 
which the description begins, is clear enough: the reader immediately envisions some sort of 
bearded muzhik. The details that follow, however, distort this image beyond all recognition, so 
that we are ultimately left with the perplexing vision of some sort of man-samovar hybrid—the 
devil knows what, to borrow Gogol’s distinctive phraseology. Boris Eichenbaum puts it quite 
well when he writes, “I think nothing is more difficult than to make drawings of Gogol’s heroes” 
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(280). These heroes, after all, are often nothing more than verbally embodied absences. Thus the 
narrator’s grotesque descriptions of the characters in Dead Souls serve to represent the spiritual 
emptiness of this novelistic world. Furthermore, this use of grotesque imagery illustrates the lack 
of correspondence between words and their referents: the fact that words can be put together in a 
way that is syntactically correct and yet which communicates such a highly indeterminate 
concept or image models the fact that language is a self-contained structure, one that need not be 
dependent on any intelligible reference to a reality external to itself.   
Also prominent in Dead Souls is what Alexander Slonimsky, in “The Technique of the 
Comic in Gogol” (1923), refers to as the “comicality of awkward speech,” a form of “comic 
alogism”—the humorous destruction of logical connections in one’s actions or discourse—that is 
manifested in the linguistic structures of the narration (353). Instances of awkward speech in 
Gogol include phrases or statements that display a comical lack of correspondence between 
syntax and word choice. In the first chapter of the novel, the narrator describes the postmaster as 
“низенького человека, но остряка и философа” (42). The word “но” absurdly implies that 
being short and being witty are mutually exclusive traits: we are thus presented with a statement 
that is syntactically sound but nevertheless illogical in terms of its content. In the following 
chapter, when two muzhiks approach Chichikov’s carriage to offer directions to Manilov’s 
estate, the narrator writes, “На вопрос, далеко ли деревня Заманиловка, мужики сняли 
шляпы, и один из них, бывший поумнее и носивший бороду клином, отвечал: 'Маниловка, 
может быть, а не Заманиловка?'” (49, my emphasis). Here, the conjunction “и” suggests a 
degree of correspondence between one’s level of intelligence and the style of one’s beard. Like 
the statement about the postmaster, this sentence is a nonsensical verbal construction, what 
Slonimsky calls a “linguistic monstrosity” (353). These verbal monstrosities lay bare the 
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arbitrary nature of spoken or written signs by emphasizing the self-sustaining, self-governing 
nature of linguistic structures—that is, the fact that a statement can abide by all the rules of 
grammar and syntax without actually making any logical reference to the world of external 
reality. The description of the postmaster as “низенького человека, но остряка и философа,” 
because it makes no logical sense, leads the reader to question the conventional meanings that 
are assigned to the words “низенький,” “остряка,” and “философа,” and thereby forces him to 
confront the fact that the relationship between signs and their referents is by nature a tenuous 
one. The statement “низенького человека, но остряка и философа” thus remains without a 
secure gloss, and the statement’s “emptiness”—its lack of a referent—echoes the metaphysical 
emptiness of the world that the narrator of Dead Souls is in the process of depicting.   
Related to Slonimsky’s idea of comic alogism is the device of absurd self-contradiction: 
that is, the making evident of the blatant disparity between what one claims to be doing and the 
reality of one’s actions, which we encounter frequently in the narration of Dead Souls. The 
narrator often states that he will refrain from performing a given action, only to immediately 
follow this claim by carrying out that same action. At the beginning of chapter two the narrator 
prefaces his description of Petrushka and Selifan with the statement, “это займет, впрочем, не 
много времени и места” (46); the following account of Chichikov’s servants covers a page and 
a half. Similarly, in chapter nine the narrator claims that he will refrain from giving the names of 
the two ladies discussing Chichikov so as to avoid charges of slander; a page later, the women 
address each other by their proper names. Moments such as these, in which there is an obvious 
lack of correspondence between verbal and actual reality, further undermine the reader’s 
confidence in the reliability of the verbal sign.  
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Another negating verbal structure that characterizes the narrator’s speech in Dead Souls 
is what Dmitri Chizhevsky, in “Gogol: Artist and Thinker” (1966), refers to as Gogol’s 
“antithetic oxymora”—that is, the linguistic synthesis of incongruous elements, for instance the 
use of an inflated poetic style to describe everyday objects or scenes (qtd. in Lachmann 27). The 
narrator’s frequent absurd hyperboles and mock epic similes, I think, fall into this category. 
Consider the following description of a tea tray from the opening chapter: “половой бегал по 
истертым клеенкам, помахивая бойко подносом, на котором сидела такая же бездна 
чайных чашек, как птиц на морском берегу” (33-34). Here the narrator uses one image—that 
of birds on a seashore—to illuminate another (the teacups), but the comparison makes no sense; 
to suggest that there are enough teacups on the tray (and that the tray itself is large enough) to 
resemble a flock of seagulls clustered on a beach is absurdly hyperbolic. Ultimately, the 
description fails to conjure up any sort of corresponding image in the reader’s mind. Similarly, 
the narrator intermittently includes statements such as the following: “вечный слоеный сладкий 
пирожок” (34), “с вечным мезонином” (36), “нескончаемых деревянных заборов” (36), and 
“по бесконечно широким улицам” (39), which combine adjectives—вечный, бесконечно—
and objects—пирожок, улицам—that belong to entirely different linguistic registers. The 
unexpected synthesis of lofty words such as “вечный” with everyday words like “слоеный 
сладкий пирожок” is both humorous and destructive: the two registers cancel each other out, so 
that once again we are presented with a verbally embodied void, a statement that is 
grammatically correct and yet which communicates nothing. The reader is left with the 
impression that the world depicted in the novel is a deceit, an elaborate verbal game concealing a 
fundamental lack of substance.  
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I would like to consider one final aspect of the narrator’s literary style that I believe 
contributes to this impression. The narrator of Dead Souls has a tendency to stray from his 
narrative entirely in order to ascend to another, purely figurative plane through the construction 
of lengthy similes and digressive hypothetical situations. In these moments the narrator allows 
us, the readers, to glimpse the mechanism of his creative process: we are shown the piling up of 
details by association, the sudden expansion of an entire narrative out of what seems to be a 
passing observation. Merezhkovsky likens Khlestakov’s ecstatic rant in act three of The 
Inspector General, which ends with his fantastic declaration that tomorrow he will be promoted 
to the rank of Field Marshal, to a swiftly expanding soap-bubble: “The phantom grows, the soap-
bubble swells in a magic play of rainbow colors” (70). The narrator’s bizarre digressions in Dead 
Souls are themselves soap-bubbles of the same kind. One of the most famous instances of this 
sort of rambling Gogolian simile occurs in the first chapter of the novel, when the narrator 
compares men in black frock coats at a ball to “мухи на белом сияющем рафинаде в пору 
жаркого июльского лета” (40). The simile extends for nearly half a page, and an entire 
miniature world develops around the object of comparison (the flies): having given the flies a 
sugar loaf over which to dart, the narrator then describes the “старая ключница” who divides 
the loaf into lumps, the children who are observing her activity, and numerous other details that 
have little or no relation to the primary plane of the novel, that is, the level of the plot. Griffiths 
and Rabinowitz observe that, rather than contributing anything useful to the characterization of 
the heroes or the progression of the story, this simile “serves to convey the mad, boundary-
shattering energy of the narrator’s imagination and his capacity to animate this moribund 
landscape by failing to report on it, dull and predictable as it is, with any steady competence” 
(68). That is to say, this simile, and the numerous others like it that we encounter over the course 
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of the novel, are the soap-bubbles of the narrator’s imagination—alternate realities that glimmer 
with rainbow hues but which are ultimately filled with nothing more substantial than air.  
The hypothetical situations that the narrator frequently entertains function in a similar 
way, offering him the chance to explore more interesting narrative possibilities than what 
actually occurs over the course of the novel’s plot. At the beginning of chapter five, before 
describing Chichikov’s reaction to his encounter with the governor’s daughter along the road to 
Sobakevich’s estate, the narrator briefly strays from his narrative in order to imagine that his 
hero is a twenty-year-old hussar, and that the sight of the pretty blonde awakens within him the 
first stirrings of love. The narrator writes, “везде хоть раз встретится на пути человеку 
явление, не похожее на все то, что случалось ему видеть дотоле, которое хоть раз 
пробудит в нем чувство, не похожее на те, которые суждено ему чувствовать всю жизнь” 
(135). Chichikov’s actual reaction, however, turns out to be far removed from that of the dashing 
young hussar: “он [...] задумался и думал, но положительнее, не так безотчетны и даже 
отчасти очень основательны были его мысли” (136). The comical disparity between the 
narrator’s fantasy about the lively young soldier and the mundane reality of his chosen hero, 
Chichikov, illustrates the lack of correspondence between the narrative possibilities that exist 
within the creative imagination and the facts of everyday existence. The sudden progression from 
the girl’s appearance in the story to the creation of an entirely new narrative by means of a single 
hypothetical proposal on the part of the narrator—“Попадись на ту пору вместо Чичикова 
какой-нибудь двадцатилетний юноша…” (136)—showcases the impulsive and often 
unrestrained nature of artistic creation. The narrator’s unveiling of the internal workings of his 
creative processes thus lays bare the truth of literary creation: that fictional narratives are soap-
bubbles, mirages masking empty space.  
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Visions of the Russian Language Reformed 
The narrator’s uncontrollable impulse towards narrative production finds its reflection in 
the spontaneous verbal generation of so many of the characters: we see it most abundantly in 
Nozdryov’s excesses and in the postmaster’s “Повесть о капитане Копейкине,” which the 
postmaster even prefaces with the declaration, “да ведь это, впрочем, если рассказать, выйдет 
презанимательная для какого-нибудь писателя в некотором роде целая поэма” (270). We 
the readers are thus compelled to seek our own reflection in the bewildered townspeople, whose 
ability to logically interpret verbal narrative is so impeded that they sit through the entirety of the 
postmaster’s tale before a lone voice of reason points out that, given Kopeikin’s status as a 
double amputee, it is unlikely that he and Chichikov are actually the same figure. The narratorial 
digression that I noted at the beginning of chapter one (“Какие искривленные, глухие, узкие, 
непроходимые, заносящие далеко в сторону дороги избирало человечество, стремясь 
достигнуть вечной истины, тогда как перед ним весь был открыт прямой путь, подобный 
пути, ведущему к великолепной храмине, назначенной царю в чертоги…” (284)) can thus 
be read as targeting not only the characters of the novel, but the novel’s readers as well. It would 
seem, then, that the narrator’s nonsensical poetics is part of the novel’s overall satirical attack on 
the reader: the narrator’s voice resembles that of the very characters who are most likely to use 
words—intentionally or unintentionally—to mislead and confuse, in order that the reader, seeing 
his own reflection in the mystified townspeople, will recognize the impoverishment of his own 
linguistic culture and his subsequent susceptibility to misleading rhetoric.  
The narrator of Dead Souls seeks to unveil the artificiality of the Russian language of the 
mid-19th century, this being the linguistic culture to which the targeted audience would have 
belonged. Recall the narrator’s contemptuous attitude toward his characters’ tendency to imitate 
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French sounds and to employ sentimentally tinged rhetoric. This contemptuousness emphasizes 
the fact that the townspeople’s verbal deficiency is largely the result of foreign influences within 
their native language. V.V. Vinogradov claims that “Mertvye dusi was a literary manifesto which 
revealed Gogol’s idea of the essence of a national language policy” (210). In Vinogradov’s 
formulation, the vital element of this language policy is its “all-national” character (219), which 
can only be achieved by exorcising West European romantic and sentimental forms. Such an 
exorcism, writes Vinogradov, is most easily accomplished by comically unveiling the absurd 
disparity between signs and their referents in the existing linguistic order: 
This task required a comic writer to penetrate more deeply into the reality 
depicted, by accepting its language and its styles of official, social, and everyday 
intercourse, and by using these in such a way as to demonstrate the gap between 
the word itself and its true meaning. (225)  
Such, I think, is the objective of the narrator in volume one of Dead Souls: to use a nonsensical 
and negating poetics not only to portray a world of metaphysical evil, but also to illustrate the 
way in which an impoverished linguistic and literary style, such as the one to which Gogol and 
his contemporaries were heir, makes possible the expansion of this evil by facilitating the 
propagation of lies, deceptive narratives, and other forms of false speech. Once this unveiling 
was completed, the narrator’s next task would be to develop a new national literary language, 
one better suited to the genuine expression of lofty ideas.  
In “Artificiality and Nature in Gogol’s Dead Souls” (1994), Katherine Lahti suggests that 
Gogol’s sought-after literary style seems to have certain affinities with the concept of a 
universal, Adamic, or natural language—that is, a language whose words are inseparable from 
their referents, wherein each word is motivated by “the real essence of the thing it names” (Lahti 
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154). Recall the derogatory name that one of the muzhiks bestows upon Plyushkin at the end of 
chapter five. This nickname seems to be one of the only instances in the novel where a 
character’s speech act is said to demonstrate a one-to-one correspondence between a word and its 
referent. The epithet inspires the narrator to launch into a celebration of the genuine Russian 
word, which, having been uttered, is eternally fused to its object, “не вырубливается топором” 
(156-157). The attraction for Gogol of a language made up entirely of motivated, as opposed to 
arbitrary, verbal signs is obvious: such a linguistic code would provide a way of avoiding the 
moral pitfalls inherent in literary art. Readers would be incapable of misinterpreting the meaning 
and significance of signs if these signs were a precise reflection of the things they were meant to 
indicate. Vinogradov writes that, for Gogol, the resources for the creation of this new linguistic 
style “had been preserved in ‘the depths of peasant life’ and in the spiritual culture of the church. 
‘Elevated words’ should be taken from the biblical language of the church, and ‘precise 
appellations’ should be selected carefully from provincial dialects” (224). The result would be a 
purified, wholly national Russian language with a close one-to-one correspondence between 
signs and their referents, which would thereby allow writers and orators to reach unimagined 
heights of sublimity while simultaneously keeping their rhetoric accessible to even the most 
uneducated members of the audience.12 In other words, the Russian author would be capable of 
fulfilling the Augustinian oratorical ideal of delivering a lofty message in the choicest of verbal 
vessels.  
Gogol’s striving towards the creation of this new, purified mode of verbal expression is 
indicated by the “lyrical digressions”—to borrow Gogol’s own term13—that emerge with 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
12	  See Frank, “Negativity Turns Positive: Meditations Upon the Divine Liturgy” in Exploring Absence for 
a more in-depth discussion of Gogol’s conception of sublime language.   
13	  See “Four Letters to Divers Persons Apropos Dead Souls” in Selected Passages from Correspondence 
with Friends. 
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increasing frequency as the novel progresses. Vinogradov notes that in the early drafts of Dead 
Souls these moments of lyricism were characterized by an abundance of “romantic images and 
Europeanisms,” which in the final version “were replaced by a Church Slavonic phraseology 
reminiscent of eighteenth century odes” (223). The earliest instance of an extended digression of 
this sort occurs at the end of chapter three, when the narrator suddenly interrupts his narrative to 
ask, “Но зачем так долго заниматься Коробочкой? Kоробочка ли, Манилова ли, 
хозяйственная ли жизнь, или нехозяйственная - мимо их! Не то на свете дивно устроено: 
веселое мигом обратиться в печальное…” (94). Although such lofty deviations from the plot 
are rare in the first half of the novel, they begin to appear more and more frequently as the 
narrative approaches the close of chapter six, and, beginning with the famous “defense of satire” 
passage that opens chapter seven, the narrator’s voice takes on a much more consistent and 
palpable role for the duration of the second half of Dead Souls. In fact, as Griffiths and 
Rabinowitz have suggested, the consciousness and voice of the narrator seem to be merging with 
those of his hero as the text draws to a close. The “sporadic interpenetration of consciousness of 
Chichikov and the narrator” (Griffiths and Rabinowitz 82) is palpable in moments such as the 
one that occurs midway through chapter seven, when the narrator’s voice seems to take over the 
mental narrative Chichikov is composing around his list of dead serfs: “‘Абакум Фыров! ты, 
брат, что? где, в каких местах шатаешься?...’ Тут Чичиков остановился и слегка задумался 
[...] И в самом деле, где теперь Фыров? гуляет шумно и весело на хлебной пристани...” 
(194). I suggested in chapter one that Chichikov shows signs of moving toward a spiritual 
redemption in the projected future volumes of the novel; we can assume that the third volume of 
Dead Souls would have ended with a fully unified and redeemed poet-protagonist, capable of 
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using his literary gifts to illuminate the Truth for all of Russia, such as we find in Dante’s 
Paradiso.  
Volume one concludes with the famous metaphor likening Russia to a wildly racing 
troika— “Не так ли и ты, Русь, что бойкая необгонимая тройка, несешься?” (331)—and the 
question “Русь, куда ж несешься ты? дай ответ. Не дает ответа” (332). Unfortunately, the 
closest Gogol ever comes to providing his readers with an answer to the question “Русь, куда?” 
is to be found in the vague sermonizing of Selected Passages from Correspondence with 
Friends, which contains numerous statements intimating Russia’s destiny as the spiritual 
deliverer of Europe; the section entitled “Easter Sunday” (“Светлое Воскресенье”), for 
instance, ends with the incredible declaration, “I firmly know that any man in Russia, although I 
do not know him personally, steadfastly believes that and says, “In our country, earlier than in 
any other, will the advent of the Kingdom of Christ be celebrated” (259). The literary revelation 
of this Truth, however, remains unrealized: the second and third volumes of Dead Souls were 
never completed. Gogol, I think, was unable to find the purified narrative voice that he believed 
was necessary for the successful portrayal of a Russia reborn and redeemed. The comically 
meandering and wildly inventive linguistic structures that characterize the majority of the 
narration of Dead Souls betray a love for the creative impulse for its own sake—a love too strong 
for Gogol to give this impulse up. Yet Gogol seems to have felt just as strongly that not to 
abandon this proclivity for uninhibited literary creation would be a damning betrayal of his 
poetic mission: the purified voice he hoped to adopt in the later volumes would, in his mind, 
need to be carefully controlled and restrained in order to convey the Truth of Russia’s divine 
destiny in a way that would be clearly and immediately understood by his audience.  
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The conflict between what Gogol believed to be his duty as a Christian author, and the 
way in which his own nature compelled him to use his literary gifts, is evidenced in Dead Souls 
by the occasionally uneven quality of the narration. The transitions between the satirical portions 
of the novel and the lyrical digressions are absurdly abrupt: the brief moments of lyricism tend to 
swell outward from a single word or statement before suddenly deflating. We are brought back 
down to the level of the narrative by jarring interruptions such as the following: 
И грозно объемлет меня могучее пространство, страшною силою отразясь 
во глубине моей; неестественной властью осветились мои очи: у! какая 
сверкающая, чудная, незнакомая земле даль! Русь! …“Держи, держи, 
дурак!” кричал Чичиков Селифану. (297-298) 
In the second letter apropos Dead Souls, Gogol himself notes the lack of cohesion between the 
novel’s conflicting narrative registers: “the monstrously long parts are connected with the others 
where the writer betrayed himself by not sustaining the tone he had adopted as his very 
own…the mixed character of the parts and its scrappiness strike the eye” (98-99). The narrator’s 
inability to maintain the lofty register found in the lyrical digressions and his apparent need to 
always revert back to a style characterized by semantic excess suggest that Gogol struggled 
between these two linguistic extremes. In the Comedy, Dante successfully challenges traditional 
Augustinian notions about the dangers of taking too great a delight in aesthetics through his 
extensive use of figurative and allegorical language, while nevertheless managing to achieve 
Augustine’s oratorical ideal: that is, the use of well-crafted language in the praise of God. For 
Gogol, a compromise such as this was impossible. He seems to have believed that the vision of 
Russia transformed and redeemed in the later volumes of Dead Souls would require an equally 
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transformed and purified language, and that anything less would put the moral status of his 
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Conclusion 
 
 The purpose of this thesis has been to examine Gogol’s mature philosophy of language as 
it is suggested by the themes and narrative technique of Dead Souls. Building on previous 
scholarship that identifies Gogol’s aesthetic representations of absence as portrayals of 
metaphysical evil, as well as concepts from Saussurean structural linguistics, I suggested that 
verbal signs are uniquely well suited to acting as vessels for poshlost’ within the Gogolian 
universe. After demonstrating how Gogol uses the verbal interactions of his characters in Dead 
Souls to illustrate the Christian theological understanding of the Devil as “the father of the lie,” I 
turned to an examination of the novel’s narrator, whose moral status as an author-figure is called 
into question by his representation of words as potential instruments of demonic forces. I 
suggested that Gogol purposely draws a parallel between the narrator’s nonsensical verbal style 
and the demonic speech events that we witness throughout the novel’s plot in order to unmask 
the failings of his audience’s own linguistic culture; and that this equation of the narrator with 
diabolical liars like Chichikov and Nozdryov ultimately compromised the ethicality of Gogol’s 
novel in his own eyes. Using the Divine Comedy as a model for the type of Christian literary 
work that manages to successfully reconcile an understanding of the dangers inherent in 
figurative language—from an Augustinian theological perspective—with a love for poetic 
creation, I contended that Gogol’s failure to complete the second and third volumes of Dead 
Souls was a result of his inability to achieve the same sort of reconciliation in his own work. 
 That my work suggests an affinity between the language theory of Saint Augustine and 
that of Gogol is perhaps surprising, given the dubious status of Augustine’s writings within the 
Eastern Orthodox Church. I believe that the connections I have made between the two writers are 
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justified: both, I think, are concerned by the overemphasis on aesthetic form inherent in most 
literary art—seeing this overemphasis as facilitating the misuse of eloquent rhetoric to achieve 
antichristian ends—and both seem wary of the process of engaging with fictional narratives, 
perceiving this engagement as an act equivalent to cutting oneself off from God. These 
similarities suggest a perhaps unexpected parallel between Eastern and Western Christian 
attitudes towards the word and the moral responsibility of the author. While this affinity can be 
at least partially explained by Dante’s presence as a bridge between Gogol and the writings of 
Augustine, it would be interesting to use this thesis as a starting point for a deeper analysis of the 
similarities between Eastern and Western theological conceptions of language and literary 
endeavor.  
 My thesis raises a number of other questions that I think would also benefit from further 
examination. A more sustained and in-depth analysis of the linguistic make-up of Dead Souls 
could either strengthen or weaken my argument (though I believe that it would strengthen it). 
Such an analysis might be achieved by examining the specific influences of various languages 
and verbal styles—for instance French, German, Church Slavonic, as well as various argots—
that are perceptible in the linguistic fabric of the novel. Vinogradov’s work would provide a 
good starting point for this sort of investigation. It would also be interesting to consider the 
representation of verbal language in Dead Souls alongside the representation of words in The 
Inspector General: while both works are, I think, conscious of the demonic potentialities of 
verbal signs, the problems confronting an ethically anxious author are obviously quite different 
when he is writing a play as opposed to when he is writing a novel. Because The Inspector 
General, like most plays, lacks a narrator—and thus lacks the possibility of producing unreliable 
or morally suspect narration—the chances of misinterpretation on the part of the audience seem 
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to be greatly reduced. However, there may be other ways in which the play format is even more 
likely to give rise to mistaken inferences and misunderstandings than that of the novel; certainly 
the fact that Gogol felt the need to write The Denouement of the Inspector General (Развязка 
«Ревизора», 1846) suggests that he was dissatisfied with the play’s reception.  
That Gogol was disappointed in the reception that greeted the publication of volume one 
of Dead Souls is beyond doubt. Indeed, this reception seems to have confirmed Gogol’s worst 
fears about the moral status of Russia in the mid-1800’s. In the first letter apropos Dead Souls in 
Selected Passages, Gogol laments the lack of response to his novel on the part of the general 
readership:  
And if but one soul had begun to speak out in public! It was exactly as though 
everything had died out, as though Russia in fact was inhabited not by living but 
by Dead Souls […] For a writer there is only one teacher—his readers. But the 
readers refused to teach me. I know that I will have a terrible account to render to 
God for not having performed my work as I should have. (98)  
For Gogol an important question is at stake: “Русь, куда ж несешься ты?” (332), the question 
with which volume one of Dead Souls draws to a close and which the projected second and third 
volumes promised to answer. Gogol hoped that his novel would serve as the necessary impetus 
for his readers to consider this question in earnest; the ideal result would be a sort of nationwide 
dialogue, with author and readers working together to answer the question “Русь, куда?”14 “On 
the occasion of Dead Souls, another incomparably more interesting book than Dead Souls could 
have been written by a mass of readers,” Gogol writes, “and it could have taught not only me but 
the readers themselves, because—nothing may conceal this sin—we all know Russia very badly” 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
14	  See Weiskopf, “The Bird Troika and the Chariot of the Soul: Plato and Gogol,” in Logos and the 
Russian Word. 
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(97). The Russian people failed to answer Gogol’s call, and the statement, “I know that I will 
have a terrible account to render to God for not having performed my work as I should have” 
suggests that Gogol largely blamed his own failure as a writer for the silence that greeted the 




































	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
15	  As Gogol writes in the aforementioned letter, “Dead Souls made a great deal of noise” (97), but the 
responses the novel received were not the ones Gogol was hoping for.  
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